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CHAPTER ONE 

SERGEI VASILYEVICH RACHMANINOFF 

Biographical Sources 

Relatively few biographies have appeared con

cerning the life of Sergei Rachmaninoff. Antoni Gronowicz 

wrote a biography entitled Sergei Rachmaninoff in 1946. 

Primarily designed for a younger mind, this book is of 

little merit for advanced study. Robert Threlfall's 

Sergei Rachmaninoff-his Life and Music is a brief survey 

of Rachmaninoff's life as a student, composer, and pianist. 

It also contains a list of his most famous works. The 

most authoritative biographies are Oscar von Riesemann's 

Rachmaninoff's Recollections Told to Oscar von Riesemann, 

Victor Seroff's Rachmaninoff. John Culshaw's Rachmaninov-

the Man and his Music, and Sergei Rachmaninoff-a Lifetime 

in Music by Sergei Bertensson and Jay Leyda. The Bertens-

son and Seroff books are both particularly illuminating 

biographies with many letters providing supporting evi

dence. Culshaw gives a brief biographical sketch and then 

discusses the characteristics of Rachmaninoff's style and 

his individual works. Material for the following biogra

phy has been drawn primarily from the Culshaw, Seroff, and 

Bertensson books, although Gerald Abraham's article on 



Rachmaninoff in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart has 

been used to a certain extent. 

His Early Life 

Rachmaninoff was born at Oneg. an estate in the 

province of Novgorod, on April 1, 1873.^ His father was 

Vassill Rachmaninoff, son of Arkadi and Varvara Rachmani

noff, and ". . .was descended through his father from the 

Hospodars Dragosh, rulers of the realm of Molday from the 

fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries."^ A daughter from 

this estate married a son of Grand Duke Ivan III of Mos

cow. The son's nephew was named Rachmanin—the origin of 

the name Rachmaninoff. A "Rachmaninoff", who was an offi

cer in the Saint Petersburg Guards, was awarded an estate 

called Znamenskoye, which became the heritage of the Rach

maninoff family.-̂  

Arkadi Rachmaninoff, the composer's grandfather, 

had studied with John Field. Because he was a member of the 

aristocracy, he was unable to pursue the career of a pro

fessional musician. Vassill. Arkadi Rachmaninoff's son. 

". . .inherited most of Arkadi's talent as a pianist but 

little of his level-headedness."^ 

^Gerald Abraham, "Rachraaninow, SergeJ Wassil-
Jewitsch," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, X, 
col. 1839. 

2 
John Culshaw, Rachmaninov-the Man and his Music 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 14. 

3lbld. ^Ibld., p. 15. 



Rachmaninoff's mother was Lyoubov Boutakova, a 

daughter of General Peter Boutakov and Sophie Litvinova. 

General Boutakov was head of the Araktcheyev Military Col

lege in Novgorod and owned numerous estates, Vassill Rach

maninoff was presented with five of these estates as a 

dowry, and the couple settled on Oneg.^ 

Vassill Rachmaninoff squandered most of his own 

property and all but the Oneg estate from his wife's dowry. 

The Oneg estate was later put up for auction, leading to 

the final separation of Vassill and Lyoubov. Since the 

Greek Orthodox Church did not allow divorce, permission was 

granted only for a separation. The Rachmaninoff family, 

without the father, moved to Saint Petersburg in 1882.° 

Sergei Rachmaninoff was first introduced to the 

piano by his mother when he was four years old. He soon 

took lessons from Mile Anna Ornazkaya and entered the Saint 

Petersburg Conservatory in I883 where he studied until 

1885."̂  

In 1885» after an attack of diphtheria had killed 

one of Rachmaninoff's sisters, his mother sought advice on 

the best course for her son's career from Alexander Siloti, 

Rachmaninoff's first cousin. Siloti advised that Rachmani-
o 

noff be sent to study with Nicolai Sverev in Moscow. 

In Saint Petersburg, the musical scene revolved 

^Ibld., p. 15. ^Ibld.• p. 16. 

"̂ Ibid.. p. 17, 20. ®Ibid., p. 20. 



around Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Alexander Glazunov, and Ana-

tol Lladov. However, things were taking a different course 

in Moscow. Zverev, an elementary teacher of the Moscow 

Conservatory, ran an establishment designed to prepare 

young pianists—such as Rachmaninoff, Board, lodging, and 

tuition were free, but students were subjected to a strict 

routine and not even allowed to go home during the first 
o 

two or three years.'̂  Many of the evenings were spent in 

musical gatherings, which included several of the most dis

tinguished members of Russian musical circles. Rachmaninoff 

himself recalled: 

In connection with the arrival of Anton Rubin
stein, there was a soiree at Zverev's at which 
I played along with Scriabin and Joseph Lhevinne. 
After the concert, there was a reception and 
Zverev bade me go to Rubinstein, pull his coat, 
and show him his place at the table. After sup
per, Rubinstein played for us the Sonata Op, 78 
of Beethoven,^^ 

After graduating from the lower division of the 

Moscow Conservatory, Rachmaninoff became a student of Alex

ander Siloti, His theoretical studies were divided between 

Anton Arensky and Sergei Taneyev. Arensky left an 

impression on Rachmaninoff's music, but Taneyev left an 

impression on his character. When Taneyev died in 1915. 

Rachmaninoff wrote an obituary in which he said: 

9 
Alfred J. Swan, Russian Music and its Sources in 

Chant and Folk-song (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 
1973). p. 147. 

^^Ibld,, p. 148. 



Through his personal example Taneyev taught us how 
to live, to work, and even to speak, because he had 
his own "Taneyev way" of speaking—concise, clear, 
and to the point. He only said what was necessary. 
This man never uttered superfluous words. He seemed 
to me to be the personification of "Truth on Earth" 
which Pushkin's Salieri rejected.^^ 

Although he was no longer a pupil of Zverev, Rach

maninoff continued to live with him until a quarrel devel

oped. The ensuing crisis prompted Rachmaninoff's mother 

to ask him to come back to Saint Petersburg, He refused 

and stayed in Moscow with Madame Satin, his aunt,^^ "The 

episode undoubtedly constitutes Sergei Rachmaninoff's first 

step toward independence, his earliest manifestation of a 

will hitherto una wakened. "̂ -̂  

Rachmaninoff's immediate goal was to be graduated 

with the Great Gold Medal. He was required to pass exami

nations in piano and fugue cum laude, A severe case of 

malaria hindered his progress, but he repeated a request 

to Arensky that he be allowed to take his examination a 

year ahead of schedule. He was required to compose a sym

phony, several vocal pieces, and an opera.^ His graduation 

opera was Aleko. He finished it In seventeen days. Pro

duction promptly followed, and the publisher Gutheil bought 

it for five hundred rubles. Rachmaninoff was famous over-

^^Vlctor I. Seroff, Rachmaninoff (Freeport, New 
York: Books for Libraries Press, 1970), pp. 27-28. 

^^Ibld., pp, 33-35o ^^Ibld., p. 36. 

^^Ibid., pp. 41-42. 



night. ^ Another work, his First Piano Concerto in F-sharp 

minor, was also a product of these early years, being com

posed in 1892.^^ 

His Professional Career 

Rachmaninoff was on his own after his graduation. 

In 1893. he composed his Prelude in C-sharp minor, "a piece 

that was to equal Ignacy Jan Paderewski's Menuet in its wide 

popularity and was so intimately associated with Rachmani

noff's person that he was sometimes called 'Mr. C-sharp 

17 minor. •" '̂ 

A rich merchant of Saint Petersburg named Belayav 

offered to help produce the first performance of Rachmani

noff's first symphony in Saint Petersburg. Given at Saint 

Petersburg in the autumn of 1897. the performance was inade

quate. Rachmaninoff was put through a great mental strain 

18 by both the performance and the comments from the critics. 

Cesar Cui wrote: 

If there was a conservatory in Hell and if one of 
the talented pupils there was commissioned to com
pose a symphony based on the story of the "Seven 
Egyptian Executions," and if he composed one 
resembling that of Rachmaninoff's, he would have 
brought ecstasy to the inhabitants of Hell.19 

Rachmaninoff, in order to divert his mind from the 

symphony, accepted a job as second conductor with A.M. 

^^Swan, pp. 149-50. ^^Abraham, col, l84o. 

"̂̂ Seroff, p. 50. 18culshaw, pp. 31-32. 

^^seroff, p, 62. 
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Mamontov's opera company, but he resigned this post in 

1898. While visiting London during the I898-I899 season, 

Rachmaninoff conducted his tone poem The Rock and played 

his C-sharp minor prelude. The second piano concerto was 

completed during these years in 1901. 

On April 29, 1902, Rachmaninoff married Natalie 

Satin, his cousin. His music improved, in the eyes of the 

critics, alter the marriage. He accepted a short-term con

tract to conduct the Grand Theater but relinquished this 

post in 1906 to devote more time to composition. He was 

22 also in constant demand as a conductor and soloist. 

In the autumn of I906, the Rachmaninoffs moved to 

Dresden. During this period, he wrote The Isle of the Dead 

(inspired by Bbcklin's painting of the same name), his 

second symphony, the first piano sonata, and an unpublished 

2? opera called Monna Vanna on a libretto by Maeterlinck. -̂  

In 1908, Rachmaninoff received an invitation to visit 

America where he gave twenty concerts as a soloist or con

ductor. His orchestra was the Boston Symphony Orchestra, 

24 

whose conductor was Max Fiedler. The third piano con

certo was written for the American tour in the summer of 
1909.^^ 

^^Culshaw, p, 33, 2lseroff, p. 78. 

^^Culshaw, pp. 3^-35. ^^Ibid., pp. 35-36. 

^^Ibld,, pp, 36-37o ^^Seroff, p, 126. 
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Upon his return to Russia in February of 1910, 

Rachmaninoff was offered and accepted the post of Vice-

President of the Imperial Music Society. While in this 

position, he developed the Russian musical system to a much 

26 
more elaborate scale. He took his family to Switzerland 

in 1913. It was during this stay that he wrote The Bells, 

basea on the poem by Edgar Allen Poe.̂ ''' 

The great revolution began in March of 1917. Rach

maninoff and his family managed to leave Russia on a visa to 
28 

Scandinavia, In November of I918, they left for New York. 

Rachmaninoff began the fourth piano concerto while in New 

York in 1927,^^ After a tour of Europe In 1931. Rachmani

noff bought a house at Lake Lucerne in Switzerland. He 

called it "Senar," In such a setting, Rachmaninoff com

posed such works as the Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini. 

He also found time for such hobbies as his automobile and 

motorboat, skating, and playing tennis. In 1932, he was 

awarded the gold medal of the Royal Philharmonic Society in 

England. Along with Arturo Toscanlni, Bruno Walter, Ernest 

Ansermet, Vladimir Horowitz, and Pablo Casals, Rachmaninoff 

appeared at the International Musical Festival in Lucerne 

in 1939. In December of 1939. a special Carnegie Hall con

cert was held to celebrate the thirtieth aniversary of 

26culshaw, p. 37. "̂̂ Ibid., p. 38. 

^^Ibid.. pp. 40-4lo ^^Ibid,, p. 92, 
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Rachmaninoff's American debut.^^ A recital tour during the 

1942-1943 season, ending with a recital in Knoxville, Ten

nessee, was Rachmaninoff's last.^^ He died at his Beverly 

Hills, California home on March 28, 1943,^^ 

In 1931. Russian authorities had banned his music 

in the Soviet Union because it ". . .represented the deca

dent attitude of the lower middle classes and especially 

dangerous on the musical front in the present class war."-̂ -̂  

However, the ban was relaxed in 1939.^^ 

Shortly before he died, a cable, signed by eleven 

of Russia's most significant musicians, arrived from Mos

cow, which he was never able to read: 

Dear Sergei Vasilyevich! 

On the day of your seventieth anniversary the Union 
of Soviet Composers sends you warm congratulations 
and hearty wishes for good spirits, strength, and 
health for many years to come. We greet you as a 
composer of whom Russian musical culture is proud, 
the greatest pianist of our time, a brilliant con
ductor and public man who in these times has shown 
patriotic feelings that have found a response in the 
heart of every Russian. We greet you as a creator 
of musical works penetrating in their depth ana 
expressiveness. Your piano concertos and symphonies, 
your chamber works, songs, and other compositions 
are often played in the Soviet Union, and the public 
here watches with close attention your creative 
activity and is proud of your triumphs. , . .35 

^^Ibld., pp. 42-43. 31ibid., p. 45. 

^^Abraham, col. 1842. ^^Culshaw, p. 44. 

34. 
Ibid. 

^^Sergei Bertensson and Jay Leyda, Sergei Rachma-
ninoff-a Lifetime in Music (New York: New York University 
Press, 1956). p. 384. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE FIRST PIANO CONCERTO IN F-SHARP 

MINOR, OPUS 1 

The first piano concerto, dedicated to Alexander 

Siloti—Rachmaninoff's cousin, was completed on July 6, 

?6 
1891.^ It was the eighteen-year-old Rachmaninoff's first 

work of any importance.^^ In a letter to Mikhail Akimovich 

Slonov dated July 20, I891, Rachmaninoff reported on the 

state of his piano concerto: 

On July 6th I fully completed composing and scoring 
my piano concerto. I could have finished it much 
sooner, but after the first movement I idled for a 
long while and began to write the following move
ments only on July 3. Composed and scored the last 
two movements in two and a half days. You can ima
gine what a Job that was. I wrote from five in the 
morning till eight in the evening, so after finishing 
the work I was terribly tired. Afterwards I rested 
for a few days. While working I never feel fatigue 
(on the contrary-pleasure). With me fatigue appears 
only when I realize that a big labor is finished, 
I am pleased with the concerto. I can't say this 
of my last song.38 i consider that it turned out 
very unsuccessfully; at the most I think this piece, 
in quality, one of the least of my compositions. 
But I definitely don't wish to change it. For me 
this is always unpleasant and repugnant. It's bad— 
so to the Devil with it! Well, that's enough for 
my compositions. They are so weak, bad, and ugly. 
Judging from my last piece, that they're definitely 
not worth writing two pages about. Believe me. 

3°Bertensson, p. 36. 37culshaw, p. 75. 

3°It appears that the song in question is found in 
the six songs of Opus 4. 

10 
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dear Akimich, this song has made me slightly desper
ate. 39 

The Bolshevik revolution began in 1917. As the 

revolution ceased to be bloodless, Rachmaninoff, while 

realizing that certain things needed to be changed, refused 

to take sides. Instead, he spent most of the revolution 

at home rewriting his first piano concerto.^^ It is the 

revised version of the concerto which will be discussed in 

the following analysis. Rachmaninoff's ". . .duty was more 

concerned with polishing some of the technical points and 

removing some of the crudities which, unrealized at the 

time of composition, could not pass the scrutiny of the 

41 artist in maturity." The F-sharp minor concerto, shortest 

of the four concertos, is ". . .characterized by a youthful 

vigor."^ It is an example of Rachmaninoff's gift as a 

brilliant melodist and ". . .in It can be found a sure indi

cation of the intensely personal style that was to develop 

in Rachmaninov during the following five years." 3 

The First Movement 

For the first movement in F-sharp minor, Rachma

ninoff has employed sonata form. The movement begins with 

an introduction marked vivace. Bassoons, clarinets, and 

horns present an opening fanfare for two measures. The 

solo piano enters in measure three with a tremendous down-

-^^Bertensson. pp. 36-37. ^^culshaw, p. 40. 

^^Ibld., p. 7(i. ^^Ibld. ^^Ibld. 
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ward octave sweep over the entire keyboard at the fortis

simo level. The octaves lead to a series of dramatic 

chords in measure nine. Horns, trumpets, and strings Join 

the piano at this point for presentation of material 

resembling the pianistic style of the C-sharp minor prelude. 

A cadenza passage in the piano, at measure thirteen, leads 

to the presentation of the first subject at measure six

teen. 

Part one of the first subject, measures sixteen 

through twenty-three, is given to the orchestra. First and 

second violins state the subject. This subject is essen

tially a two measure idea. Measures sixteen and seventeen 

are treated sequentially up a fifth in measures eighteen 

and nineteen. Measure twenty begins a downward sequence. 

Rachmaninoff has given the listener a typically romantic 

subject—with its seeming longing for the unattainable 

(Example 1), 

Moi^ertK.i'o 

Example 1, Measures sixteen through twenty-
three, showing part one of the first subject. 

Part two of the first subject enters at measure 

twenty-four. It is virtually identical with part one. How-
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ever, the piano is entrusted with the thematic material. A 

counter theme, appearing in measure twenty-five, is pre

sented by the clarinets and violas. The violas. Joined by 

the bassoons in measure twenty-six, continue the counter 

theme until measure twenty-nine (Example 2). 

^fc£ 

Example 2. Measures twenty-five through twenty-
nine, showing the counter theme. 

A transition marked vivace begins in measure 

thirty-two. There are two sections in the transition. Part 

one, measures thirty-two through forty-seven, has a special 

marking of leggiere. Accompanied by light chords in the 

bassoons, clarinets, and strings, the piano is involved 

with typical keyboard gymnastics, Rachmaninoff has bor

rowed from another mode in this section—a technique 

referred to as "free relation of quality."^^ Although 

Leon Dallin, Techniques of Twentieth Century 
Composition (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm.C. Brown Company, 1972), 
pp. 92-93. 
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begun in F-sharp minor, B minor is arrived at in measure 

forty-two and continues until measure forty-six. The use 

of "free relation of quality" may be found in Example 3. 

\/ 4 UlSc Cr C-

y >^ViVa.ce, 
* 

* 

' • /»» J tl tt*. 4--»- ^ 

5 
K^^./^fr 

V 1->7.M i P '̂ y 4 ifl ^ 
,®>. 
^ 

/e^iyt^re^ 

^ ^ ^ ^ £ i ^ 3 
^ ^ r ~"i^. N 

Example 3. Measures thirty-two and thirty-three, 
showing part one of the transition and the use of "free 
relation of quality." 

Part two of the transition begins with the a tempo 

meno mosso of measure forty-eight. The piano presents a 

transition subject in conjunction with a counter theme, 

which is first presented by the solo oboe and solo horn 

in measure forty-eight. A solo clarinet and bassoon take 

over the counter theme from the oboe and horn in measure 

fifty-two (Example 4). 
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Example 4. Measures forty-eight through fifty-
five, showing the counter theme. 

A brief cadenza in measure fifty-six, ending on 
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the dominant seventh chord of A Major, ushers in the sec

ond subject at the poco meno mosso of measure fifty-seven. 

The first violins present this subject in A Major, accom

panied by broken chords on the piano. The broken chords 

of the piano are based on the opening three notes of the 

second subject in the violins (Example 5). 

^oc^o me, n o KViDSbO 

Example 5, Measure fifty-seven, showing the first 
measure of the second subject and the three-note motive in 
the piano part. 

An extension of the second subject is found at the 

poco a poco crescendo of measure seventy-one. Given solely 

to the piano, these four measures serve as a transition to 

the development section. Measure seventy-one begins a mas

sive buildup, all in A Major, to the dominant seventh of A 

in measure seventy-four. Instead of resolving to a tonic 

chord in A Major, the dominant seventh chord resolves decep

tively to an F center (Example 6), 
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Example 6. Measures seventy-four through seventy-
five, showing the dominant seventh chord and its deceptive 
resolution© 

The development section begins in measure seventy-

five with the vivace-doppio movlmento. As was mentioned 

previously, measure seventy-five commences in an F center. 

The development section may be divided into six parts. 

Part one, measures seventy-five through ninety-two, is given 

almost entirely to the orchestra. The material for this 

part is drawn completely from the introductory fanfare 

octaves of the piano. Part two of the development, measures 

ninety-three through one hundred and twenty-four, presents 

second subject material used in conjunction with the intro

ductory octaves. Having moved through numerous key centers, 

this part reaches, in measure 119. a largamente—reminiscent 

of introductory material. Part three, measures 125 through 

137, begins in a C-sharp center. The opening motive of the 

second subject is treated sequentially. The piano has a 

broken chord figuration based on the second subject 
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(Example 7). 

Example 7. Measures 124 and 125, showing the use 
of the second subject motive in the development section. 

Part four of the development, beginning at the poco piu 

mosso of measure I38, uses material of the first subject 

with brief references to the introductory octaves. In 

measure I38, a solo horn presents the first subject in a 

C-sharp center. The first violins give a reference to the 

opening octaves in measures 140 and l4l (Example 8), 

I I y FO'^ O p I \ fy»oS$0 

Example 8, Measures 138 through 141, showing the 
reference to the first subject and the opening octaves. 
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Part five begins with the moderato at measure 150, A 

tremendous thickening of texture occurs in this part. The 

piano treats material from the first subject sequentially. 

Massive orchestral chords, against marcato fortissimo chords 

on the piano, lead to part six of the development—begin

ning at the vivace of measure l62. Fortissimo octaves, from 

the introduction, lead to a dominant (C-sharp) pedal in 

measure l64. The ensuing eight measures function as a domi

nant preparation, A downward chromatic scale on the solo 

piano, from the dominant chord in measure I68, ushers in 

the recapitulation. 

The recapitulation begins with the moderato of 

measure 172, The piano states the first subject—abbre

viated to only eight measures. A transition begins at the 

vivace of measure I80, Marked scherzando, this part leads 

to part two of the transition at the meno mosso of measure 

192 with the piano marked agitato. In the exposition, 

Rachmaninoff employs a third relationship between the two 

subjects (F-sharp minor to A Major). In the second sub

ject of the recapitulation, Rachmaninoff has simply employed 

a change of mode with the second subject appearing in 

F-sharp Major (Example 9)« The second subject continues 

through measure 214. 
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F"M: 

Example 9. Measures 201 through 203, showing the 
opening measures of the second subject in the orchestra— 
minus the piano part. 

Ten measures of an orchestral tutti, the vivace-doppio movl

mento based on introductory material, lead to a piano 

cadenza in measure 224, 

The piano cadenza is In three parts. Part one Is 

essentially a brilliant fantasia based on the introduction. 

First subject material appears in measures 244 through 252. 

Part two of the cadenza, centered in D-flat Major, begins 

In measure 253. Treated in a Chopinesque fashion, this 

section is a derivative of the meno mosso of the transition 

to the second subject. The first subject is heard, in a 

tremendous fortississimo, at measure 263. Part three of the 

cadenza is a maestoso statement of the first subject. The 

tremendous amount of tension created by this section Is 

finally relieved at the vivace of measure 278. 

The coda begins at this point with an orchestral 

statement of an introductory motive. In measures 285 and 

286, a motive from part one of the transition is heard 
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(Example 10), 

Example 10. Measures 285 and 286, showing the 
motive from part one of the transition in the orchestra. 

An accompaniment pattern from the transition is heard in 

measure 290—leading from a piano level to a fortissimo 

level at measure 292. A tremendous downward sweep from 

the upper reaches of the keyboard brings the movement to 

a quick and brilliant conclusion. 

The Second Movement 

The second movement marked andante is both noc

turnal and rhapsodic in nature. It is essentially a series 

of ethereal improvisations—a theme followed by two freely 

designed variations. A solo horn opens the movement, which 

begins with an introduction of ten measures. Unfulfilled 

harmonic expectations—unresolved dominant sevenths, as 

seen in the movement, contribute to the ethereal aspect 

of the movement (Example 11). 
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Solg r\erh( 

Example 11. Measures one through eight, showing 
the first eight measures of the introduction. 

The dominant ninth of D Major, followed by a Neapolitan 

sixth chord and dominant seventh chord in D Major, occurs 

in measure eight. An authentic cadence in D Major, one of 

few clearly defined authentic cadences in the whole move

ment, is found in measures nine and ten. 

The theme, presented by the solo piano, begins at 

this point. It is a nocturnal theme—treated in the style 

of Chopin. Although beginning clearly in D Major, this 

key center is quickly dissolved (Example 12). 
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Example 12. Measures ten through fourteen, showing 
the theme and the dissolution of the key center. 

The first variation, also commencing in D Major, 

begins in measuris twenty-seven. Although the piano con

tinues in its nocturnal fashion, the inner voice of its 

arpeggiated accompaniment doubles the theme appearing in 

the solo bassoon (Example 13)• 

^\c(vyo cvt̂iL "^*^5®«^^ ̂ » he-

Example 13. Measures twenty-seven through thirty, 
showing the solo piano and solo bassoon. 
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Measures thirty-eight through forty-four of the first vari

ation contain particularly striking examples of unfulfilled 

harmonic expectations (Example 14). 

Example 14. Measures thirty-eight through forty-
four, showing an example of unfulfilled harmonic expec
tations in the orchestral part. 

The second variation begins in measure fifty-two. 

With an accompaniment pattern appearing in the piano, first 

violins and violas present the theme. Of special interest 

in this variation is Rachmaninoff's borrowing from another 
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mode—"free relation of quality." An example of this 

technique may be found in Example 15, 
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Example 15. Measures fifty-two through fifty-
six, showing the use of "free relation of quality." 

A two-measure idea, presented in measures fifty-

eight through sixty-five, is treated sequentially down to a 

clearly defined harmonic progression in D Major, A sus

tained dominant seventh chord in D Major appears in measures 

sixty-six and sixty-seven. The tension created by the 

undefined key centers is relieved when the sustained sus

pension finally resolves to C-sharp, and the dominant sev

enth chord finally resolves to a tonic chord in D Major 

(Example 16). The ensuing six measures serve merely as a 

tonic extension—with a gradual dissolution of the rhythmic 
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Example l6. Measures sixty-four through sixty-
eight, showing the resolution to a defined tonic chord in 
D Major, 

Lacking much of the clear formal delineation found 

in other Rachmaninoff passages, the effect of this movement 

is that of a series of slowly drifting clouds. Although 

this particular slow movement ", , .may have seemed super

ficial,. . .one can find more thali a hint of the greater 

Rachmaninov who later wrote the slow movements of the Third 

45 and Fourth Concertos." ̂  

The Third Movement 

The third movement marked allegro vivace Is a vir

tues Ic showpiece. Rachmaninoff has employed an A B A form 

with an extended coda. The movement opens with a rousing 

tutti on the dominant (C-sharp). The solo piano answers 

with a brilliant upward arpeggiated sweep. The orchestra 

offers the dominant note again—only to be answered again 

by the brilliant pianistic sweep. With a dominant pedal 

^5 Culshaw, p. 77 
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point in the bass section, the piano presents an extension 

of its arpeggiations. Rachmaninoff has offered a rather 

unique first subject (Example 17). 

It is made up of a series of broken, rhythmic frag
ments, divided between piano and orchestra, a char
acteristic of the opening part being the Juxta
position of bars of 9/8 and 12/8 time. If all this 
amounts to rather coarse music, it is at least 
effective for the soloist, and one can imagine with 
what glee the composer set down his ideas in their 
original form.46 

1 ^ ^ : t ^ 

Example 17. Measures one and two, showing the 
fragmented opening of the movement. 

The music progresses in this fashion until the allegro of 

measure thirty-eight. With a leggiere marking, part two 

of the A section begins at this point, Vlrtuosic key

board figurations occur on the piano. Violins present the 

46 Ibid,, p. 78, 
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second part of the A section in measure forty-five. Accom

panied by a solo clarinet, solo oboes, and later—a solo 

bassoon, the violin theme is lyrical in nature. An impor

tant inner line occurs in the broken chords of the piano at 

measure forty-six and should not go unnoticed (Example 18), 

Example 18. Measures forty-five through forty. 
seven, showing the lyric violin line and the inner line 
of the piano. 

A brief orchestral tutti. beginning with the for

tissimo of measure sixty-two, ushers in the B section. 
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The B section begins at the andante ma non troppo 

of measure seventy-one. It is in E-flat Major—an augmented 

second from the key of the movement and a tritone from A 

Major (the key of part two of the A section). Presented 

by the strings with embellishments on the piano, this sub

ject is one of the most lyrical yearning statements of the 

whole concerto. Its regular phrasing is in marked contrast 

to the capricious phrasing of the A section. Stated simply 

and directly, it is an exquisite example of Rachmaninoff's 

superb melodic gift (Example 19). 

AtNA.«,«t-^e >yv».»\»K4-r»ffo 

Example 19» Measures seventy-one through seventy, 
four, showing the orchestral statement of the theme of the 
B section. 

A brief piano cadenza over a sustained pianississimo chord 

leads to a restatement of the B subject at measure seventy-

nine, and it is, once again, given to the strings. Part 

two of the B section begins at measure eighty-seven. It 

is in the form 8 (44-4) + 10 (4+6) and is entrusted almost 

entirely to the solo piano (Example 20)^ The style of 
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piano writing is Chopinesque, with its cantabile melody. It 

retains much of a nocturnal flavor. 

Example 20. Measures eighty-seven through ninety-
five, showing the first phrase of part two of the B section. 

Part three of the B section begins at measure 104. A solo 

flute, solo horn, and strings present the subject in con-

Junction with a thematic statement in the piano. Part 

three is a restatement of the main B subject. The B 

section, therefore, has an inner structure of a a b a, A 

brief piano cadenza brings the B section to a close with 

a pianissimo E-flat Major chord on the piano. 

A whirling orchestral figuration suddenly appears 

and ushers in the return of the A section. Instead of 

beginning with a C-sharp, the orchestra presents a tutti 

D-natural (Example 21) in measure 118. 
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Example 21, Measures 118 and 119. showing the 
return of the A section. 

However, the dominant pedal point finally appears in meas

ure 122, This statement of A is virtually identical with 

the first statement until measure 149. A transition to 

the coda begins at this point. 

The coda begins at the allegro man non tanto of 

measure 157. Commencing in D Major, the piano presents 

staccatissimo broken chords over a sustained D Major 

chord in the orchestra. Material from part two of the A 

section, appearing sequentially, is employed in the first 

part of the coda (Example 22). 

t\lt\r^ M^K wftv̂  v<»\YO 

Example 22, Measure 157. showing the motive from 
part two of the A section used in part one of the coda. 
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Part two of the coda begins at the allegro vivace of meas

ure 195. The tonality has shifted to F-sharp Major, An 

orchestral statement of a tonic six-four chord is answered 

by the solo piano with a downward sweep of chordal arpeg

gios (Example 23). 

^ ^ ^ i ^ - • 

•*»v 
Example 23. Measures 195 through 197. showing 

the first three measures of part two of the coda. 

Another orchestral statement is answered by the piano in 

the same manner. Accompanied by the orchestra, the piano-

culminating with the bravura passage beginning in measure 

209, brings the concerto to an end with an exciting 
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demoniac burst of energy. The first concerto may be consld-
« 

ered to be a truly remarkable first opus. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE SECOND PIANO CONCERTO IN C MINOR. OPUS 18 

The second piano concerto was first intended for 

performance in Rachmaninoff's London concert of 1899. How

ever, certain events were to alter the course of the second 

piano concerto. During the year of 1899. Rachmaninoff had 

suffered a mental breakdown, which was brought on by a 

return of the depression which had fallen over him after 

the failure of his first symphony. As a result of this 

failure, he became more and more critical of his own ere-

47 ative powers, ' A long period of severe self-criticism put 

such a strain on him that he became a patient of Dr. Nico-
48 

lai Dahl in order to restore his self-confidence. As a 

result of these sessions, Rachmaninoff dedicated the second 

piano concerto to Dr, Dahl. 

The First Movement 

Rachmaninoff completed the first movement of this 

concerto in 1901, The last two movements had been com-

4Q posed in 1900. He has employed sonata form for this 

movement in C minor, which begins with an introduction 

marked moderato (Example 24). 

"̂̂ Ibid,, p. 79. ^^Ibld., pp. 33-3^ 

^^Ibld,, p, 79. 

3^ 
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Example 24. Measures one through eight, showing 
the introductory chords. 

The introduction consists of eight measures of somber chords 

rising from pianissimo depths to a brilliant fortissimo. 

These chords are essentially rooted on F with chromatic 

alterations in each chord establishing, in effect, a sub-

dominant function which continues until the dominant note 

on the final beat of the introduction. 

Part one of the first subject enters in measure 

eleven. Violins, violas, and clarinets state this subject 

in unison, while the piano provides an arpeggiated accom

paniment. Part one of the first subject Is a typical 

Rachmaninoff subject, revolving around a single tone 

(Example 25), 
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Example 25. Measures eleven through fourteen, 
showing part one of the first subject. 

The phrase structure of this part of the first subject is 

clearly delineated in the form of 4.f44'44-5. 

Part two of the first subject enters with a theme 

in the cellos and an arpeggiated accompaniment in the piano. 

C minor is still the key center. The cellos are later 

Joined by the rest of the string section, in measure 

thirty-four, for the continuation of part two of the first 

subject (Example 26). 
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Example 26, Measures twenty-seven through thirty, 
showing the first four measures of part two of the first 
subject. 

The phrase structure of part two of the first subject is 

less defined than that of part one. It is virtually one 

extended phrase. The melody rises, sequentially, to a 

climax in measure forty-two on a fortissimo secondary 

dominant. The tension is continuously released until the 

v'̂ /rv chord in measure fifty-five. The piano finally gets 

its chance with melodic material in measure fifty-five. 

The piano continues, for eight measures, with an extension 

of the original cello melody of part one of the first sub-
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Ject. At the end of these eight measures, an authentic 

cadence in C minor appears at the un poco piu mosso of 

measure sixty-three, marking the end of the first subject. 

The first eight measures of the ensuing transition 

have the piano fluttering in the upper half of the keyboard 

with typical pianistic figurations presented above a long 

sustained orchestral pedal point on C. There is generally 

one harmonically functioning chord per measure, but groups 

of non-harmonic tones form melodically functioning chords 

above the pedal point (Example 27). 

Example 27. Measures sixty-three through seventy, 
showing the melodic functionallsm of the transition. 

The authentic cadence in measures seventy and seventy-one 

begins four measures of authentic cadences, in which the 

harmonic rhythm gains considerable momentum. An authentic 

cadence in C minor, at measure seventy-five, begins a 

rising motive in the winds, brass, and upper string 

sections, offering a premonition of the rising motive of 

the second subject, although in augmentation, A C-flat 

is Introduced in measure seventy-seven as the fifth of an 
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altered 11^ chord in E-flat Major, forming a dimlnished-

minor-major ninth chord—a typical Rachmaninoff sonority 

(Example 28). 

Tcyy^poji 

E : ^ I 

Example 28, Measures seventy-seven through 
seventy-nine, showing an altered Il9 chord. 

The first inversion of the 11^ chord leads, in the manner of 

a plagal cadence, to a very definite tonic chord in the key 

of E-flat Major at the tempo I immediately preceding the 

second subject. Four measures of introduction, consisting 

of a pulsating interval of a repeated major third in the 

clarinets over a short theme in the violas, ushers in the 

second subject. 

Part one of the second subject, in E-flat Major, 

begins with the solo piano, Rachmaninoff has chosen, for 

the second subject, a soaring melodic line which rises to 

a great climax and then tapers off (Example 29), 
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Example 29, Measures eighty-three through ninety-
three, showing part one of the second subject. 

There are three parts in the second subject. Part one, 

measures 83-103, consists of two distinct periods which are 

almost identical. The last chord of the first period 

becomes the first chord of the second. With an authentic 

cadence in G minor at measure 103. the tonality moves away 

from E-flat Major for a brief moment. This authentic 

cadence, which begins part two of the subject, forms a 

period. The cellos enter with the rising motive of the 

second subject in measure 103. However, the cello 

entrance with the theme is short-lived because the piano 

reasserts itself with the same theme in measure 105. The 
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progression in measures 106 through 113. beginning with the 

German augmented sixth chord, leads to part three of the 

second subject with E-flat Major clearly re-established as 

tonic (Example 30). 

Example 30, Measures 108 through 113. showing a 
distinct cadential progression in E-flat Major, 

Part three of the second subject, measures 113 through 

125, consists of a period. All of the four periods in the 

three parts of the second subject are cast in irregular 

phrase structures. This contributes to the restless breath

less quality of much of Rachmaninoff's music. 

Part one of the closing section begins with an 

entrance of the oboes and clarinets. One measure later 

in measure 126, the piano enters with the same theme, A 

duet continues, for eight measures, between the two wind 

instruments and the piano (Example 31), 
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Example 31. Measures 125 through 132, showing the 
duet between the two wind instruments and the piano. 

Part two of the closing section begins in measure 

133, It consists of a rising melodic line in the piano, 

clarinets, and violins leading to the final part of the 

closing material, beginning with the tonic six-four chord 

in E-flat Major at the un poco piu mosso of measure l4l. 

The piano is given a flurry of typical pianistic figu

rations; however, the viola theme from the transition to 

the second subject is heard again but played this time by 
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a solo horn. The opening motive of the first subject Is 

also heard. 

A transition to the development begins In measure 

151 with a chorale type entrance of the brass (Example 32). 

¥̂ 
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Example 32. Measures 151 through 153. showing the 
chorale entrance of the brass. 

Piano figurations usher in the development, which begins at 

the moto precedente of measure I61. 

There are five distinct parts in the development 

section. Part one lasts until the piu vivo in measure 177. 

It begins with part one of the first subject in the oboes, 

clarinets, and violas, A new rhythm appears in the lower 

strings, which later reappears in the recapitulation and 

also the last movement. This rhythm serves as an unifying 

device for the whole work. A motive from the second sub

ject appears in the flutes in measure I65. The first and 

second subjects continue together in this fashion until 

the next piu vivo, which begins part two of the develop

ment (Example 33)• 
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n. 

Example 33* Measures l6l through 166, showing 
the appearance of the first and second subjects. 

At the piu vivo, the piano enters with the second subject 

motive. A solo horn states the first subject in inversion 

(Example 34). 

Fk: ^l^t' 

Example 34, Measures 177 through 179. showing 
the statement of the first subject by the solo horn. 

This idea is treated sequentially until the piu vivo in 

measure 193. which begins part three of the development. 
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Part three consists of four 4-measure phrases. A motive 

from the second subject is stated sequentially four times 

(Example 35). 

f"^"^ 
^ 

^ 

^^m 
f 

±z 

^ ^ ® m ^ 

Example 35, Measures 193 through 195. showing the 
second subject motive in the orchestra. 

Part four of the development begins at the poco a poco 

accelerando of measure 209. Clarinets and violas have the 

second subject. In measure 210, part two of the first sub

ject is heard in diminution with the second subject. The 

piano continues with an arpeggiated accompaniment and also 

reiterates the simple syncopated rhythm of the second sub

ject (Example 36)• 
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Example 36. Measures 209 through 210. showing 
the appearance of the first and second subjects. 

Part five of the development begins with an accelerando in 

measure 217. The preparation for the recapitulation begins 

at this point. The second subject is thrown against quar

ter-note triplets. A tremendous climax develops, culmi

nating with a tonic six-four chord at the a tempo. A 

brilliant sweep up the keyboard to a fortississimo chord 

leads to the four-measure dominant preparation for the 

recapitulation. 

The recapitulation begins, quite dramatically, 

with the marking maestoso (alia marcia). Part one of the 

first subject, in C minor, appears in the upper strings 

and is Joined briefly by the clarinets and horns. Mean

while, the piano is hammering out the rhythm of part one 

of the development in massive chords. A motive from the 
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second subject is heard in these piano chords (Example 37). 

M^6S-(-oSo. (.AWck, YviOi,».c!«..) 

Example 37. Measures 245 through 246, showing 
the opening measures of the recapitulation in both piano 
and orchestra. 

The phrase structure of part one of the first subject in 

the recapitulation is identical with that of the first 

subject in the exposition. Part two of the first subject 

is identical with that in the exposition, although the 

piano is entrusted with the subject. The subject is 

changed at measure 291. A dominant seventh chord Is 

heard in measure 296 which, in the exposition, led to the 

transition. However, Rachmaninoff deceives the listener 

in the recapitulation: the dominant seventh chord resolves 

deceptively to an A-flat (VI) chord in C minor. Rach

maninoff has left out the transition altogether and has 

passed from the first subject in C minor directly to the 

second subject, which appears at the moderato. The theme. 
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stated in the solo horn, has undergone a significant meta

morphosis through the use of rhythmic augmentation. The 

second subject has, once again, an irregular phrase struc

ture. Rachmaninoff has varied the closing material in the 

recapitulation. It is in essentially three parts. Part . 

one, which begins at measure 313, is derived from a motive 

from the second subject (Example 38). 

S . ^ ^ " ? - J J 4 - ^ ^ ^ 4 

Example 38. Measures 313 and 314, showing the 
second subject motive in the orchestra. 

Part two begins in measure 321. The cellos have the rising 

motive of the second subject. The piano has a motive from 

the second subject in augmentation (Example 39). 

I" ^grjlij "'"̂  
ijj mAm 
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•p "^r- 5 
Example 39. Measures 321 through 325, showing 

the second subject motive in the piano. 
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Part three begins at the un poco meno mosso of measure 339. 

The piano continues with the second subject in the same 

manner, although over an arpeggiated accompaniment. 

The progression IIl6>—I, at the meno mosso, marks 

the beginning of the coda. Part one of the coda consists 

of piano figurations over a dotted rhythm in the orchestra. 

Part two of the coda begins at the poco a poco accelerando 

of measure 36I, A compression of the harmonic rhythm, 

beginning in measure 367, brings the movement to a quick 

conclusion. 

The Second Movement 

For the second movement in E Major, Rachmaninoff 

has employed an A B A part-form with an extended coda. 

The entire movement, marked adagio sostenuto, is noc

turnal—both in character and form. It begins with an 

introduction of four measures, which serve as a transition 

from the C minor tonality of the first movement to the E 

Major of the second (Example 40). 

f^Xo^asO ^o5kn«rttc 

xcrthf ^ . ̂  4 

; ^ X-

Example 40. Measures one through four, showing 
the orchestral introduction. 

.^n« fcf B ui^prsi 
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An A-flat is expected in measure three, but it is spelled 

as a G-sharp—the dominant of C-sharp. A C-sharp tonality 

is briefly hinted at, but E Major slips in. quite unobtru

sively, at the end of these four measures. 

The A section begins in measure five, with four 

measures of arpeggios in the solo piano serving as an intro

duction for the principal theme. The principal theme, given 

to a solo flute in measure nine, revolves essentially 

around one note. One of Rachmaninoff's most gorgeous 

melodic creations, this theme is idyllic in character and 

simplistic in design—characteristics offering a natural 

universal appeal (Example 41). 

rr^YI'^T f l l f ^ 
ni.i Jc/ce « i«r»i/ I £ <: ^f* rt ii.i yu 

Example 41, Measures nine through twelve, showing 
the statement of the principal theme by the solo flute, 

A solo clarinet takes the theme from the flute in measure 

twelve. Against the solo, the piano continues with its 

arpeggiations--suggesting gentle undulations. 

Part two of the A section begins in measure twenty-

four. Both parts, theme and arpeggiated accompaniment, 

are reversed. The solo piano states the theme, while the 

arpeggiated accompaniment is given to the clarinets and 

pizzicato first violins. Part two is an Identical state-
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ment of part one until measure thirty-seven. A modulation 

to the dominant (B Major) begins in this measure with a 

strong cadence in B Major occurring at measure thirty-nine 

(Example 42), 

^•- ^^ fiA^t 

Example 42, Measures thirty-seven through thirty-
nine, showing a strong cadence in B Major in the orchestral 
part. 

While the piano continues the arpeggiations. the first vio

lins state the principal theme in the dominant for eight 

measures, 

A change of mode to B minor signalls the start of 

the B section at the un poco piu animate of measure forty-

seven. Although the bassoons present a new theme at this 

point, the B section is primarily a beautifully constructed 

rhapsodic development of the principal theme from the A 

section. There are three main divisions in the development. 

Part one has three subdivisions which may be labeled la, 

lb, and Ic, Part la presents the principal theme in the 

solo piano with a new theme in the bassoons (Example 43). 
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Example 43. Measures forty-seven through forty-
nine, showing the principal theme in the piano and the new 
theme in the bassoons. 

Part lb begins in measure fifty-five and is transitory. An 

A pedal point appears for the eight measures of lb. Above 

the pedal point, the violas state a motive from part one of 

the first subject from the preceding movement, while the 

piano presents the arpeggiations (Example 44), 

^ ^ 

Example 44, Measure fifty-five, showing the 
appearance of the first subject motive from the first 
movement. 
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Part Ic begins in measure sixty-three. The solo piano 

states the principal theme above the A pedal point until 

measure sixty-seven (Example 45), 

Example 45. Measures sixty-three and sixty-four, 
showing the statement of the principal theme in the piano 
over the orchestral pedal point. 

D minor is suggested as a possible tonality in measure six

ty-six. However, the dominant seventh of A minor in meas

ure sixty-nine, with the principal theme given to a solo 

clarinet, leads to a very definite tonic chord in A minor 

at measure seventy-one. Part two begins at this point 

and is a sequential treatment of part one. There are also 

three subdivisions of part two which may be labeled Ila. 

lib, and lie. Part Ila restates the principal theme with 

the development theme given to the first violins and violas 

in measures seventy-one and seventy-two (Example 46), 
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Example 46. Measures seventy-one through seventy-
six, showing the statement of the development theme by 
the first violins and violas. 

Part lib begins in measure seventy-nine. A pedal point on 

G appears below the statements of the first movement motive, 

which is presented in a dialogue between the first violins, 

horns, cellos, and clarinets. Part lie begins with the a 

tempo of measure eighty-seven. The solo piano has the prin

cipal theme above an orchestral pedal point on G. Part 

three of the development, marked piu animate, begins with 

a long cadenza in the solo instrument. The piano is pro

vided with an orchestral accompaniment from the piu mosso 

of measure 107 until the Neapolitan sixth chord in meas

ure 122. A solo cadenza continues, landing on the domi

nant of E Major in measure 128. A trill on A brings the 

movement back home to the A section in E Major, 
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The return of the A section is identical to part 

one of the first A section. A coda appears at measure 149 

and is centered entirely in E Major, The coda is one of 

Rachmaninoff's most spiritually sublime passages (Example 

47). 

CM*nor t^Jx,) 

Example 47. Measures 149 through 152. showing 
the first four measures of the coda. 

Arpeggiated quintuplets and chords in the solo piano, again 

suggestive of gentle undulations, appear in the solo piano. 

Flutes and clarinets have staccato chords, while the violins 

are sounding a final melodic idea. In measure 157. the 

rhythmic effect of the quintuplets begins to slacken. The 



movement gradually dies—its last breaths in the solo 

piano (Example 48). 

5(> 

?Ia.v»c) ^o\0 

Example 48. Measures 157 through I63, showing 
the final seven measures of the second movement. 

The Third Movement 

The third movement, an allegro scherzando, is a 

freely designed sonata allegro form. It begins with a 

lively introduction, functioning in the same manner as 

the introduction to the second movement. Played mainly 

by the strings, the introduction begins in E Major but 
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moves to C minor. The entire orchestra Joins the strings 

at measure seventeen with a four-measure tutti ushering in 

a piano cadenza. The cadenza, virtually Just an extended 

dominant seventh arpeggio, confirms C minor as the tonality 

The flutes, clarinets, and strings rejoin the piano at 

measure thirty-five for the final eight measures of intro

ductory material. The solo piano, centered in a C minor 

tonality, enters with the first subject of the exposition 

in measure forty-three. 

The first subject is ", . .in the nature of a 

dance and is about the closest Rachmaninov gets in this 

work to an expression of the lighter emotions,"50 The 

first subject-part one may be seen in Example 49. 

Example 49, Measures forty-three through forty-
five, showing part one of the first subject. 

Part two of the first subject begins in measure 

sixty-five with a restatement of the subject by the piano 
3 

This statement continues, with eight measures of 2 meter 

50 Culshaw, p, 82, 
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interpolated from measures seventy-five through eighty-

two, until a final statement of the first subject, part 

three, at the fortissimo in measure ninety. There are long 

sustained chords in the orchestra, while the piano is ham

mering out the first subject with brilliant blocked chords. 

The piano states a slower version of the first subject 

beginning at the meno mosso of measure ninety-eight. These 

measures serve as a transition to the second subject 

(Example 50). 

^A«n0 V>»ciŝ O , 

Example 50, Measures 98 through 101, showing the 
first four measures of the transition to the second sub
ject in the solo piano. 

The second subject, one of Rachmaninoff's best 

known themes, begins in measure 106. It is ". , ,tinged 

with the sadness that characterizes all Rachmaninov's 

music, but nevertheless possessed of that strange, striving 

motion which keeps it in spirit with the rest of the con

certo," 

51 Ibid,, pp. 82-83. 
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The second subject, centered in E-flat. is in two parts. 

Part one is stated by the orchestra. Violas and clarinets 

present the subject in these seventeen measures. It con

sists of four phrases of 4-»'4-»-4-f5 measures (Example 51). 

Example 51. Measures 106 through 122, showing the 
orchestral statement of part one of the second subject. 

Part two of the second subject begins at measure 

122 and is stated by the solo piano. The first thirteen 

measures, of the twenty-nine measures comprising part two, 

are an exact repetition of the corresponding measures in 

part one. The remainder of part two is simply an extension. 

In the second subject, Rachmaninoff employs a "free relation 

of quality" involving the use of a dominant seventh chord 
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borrowed, as it were, from the Phrygian mode. An Italian 

augmented sixth chord, spelled enharmonlcally, is found in 

measure 138 (Example 52), 

i V 
±-0-w fi 
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Example 52. Measures 137 through 139, showing the 
appearance of an Italian augmented sixth chord spelled 
enharmonlcally, 

The second subject draws to a close with the decep

tive cadence at the meno mosso of measure I50. A transition 

to the development section begins at this point. The tri

plet pattern in the piano is based on the first subject and 

is accompanied by light staccato chords in the flutes, clar

inets, bassoons, horns, and upper strings. 

The development section begins with the allegro 

scherzando in measure l62. Four measures, played by the 

solo piano, create a tremendous crescendo from the piano 

level to the fortissimo level of the orchestral tutti 

chords in measure I66. An octave piano passage, in a C 
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minor tonality, leads to a restatement of the first sub

ject with the fortissimo chords of the piano against a full 

orchestral accompaniment (Example 53), 

Example 53. Measures 170 through 174, showing the 
restatement of the first subject by both piano and orches--
tra. 

Part two of the development begins with the piu mosso at 

measure 180. Part one of the first subject of the first 

movement is heard in the orchestra. Violins and oboes 

state this theme, which is in inversion (Example 54). 
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Example 5k. Measures 180 through 182, showing 
the appearance of the Inverted first subject-part one of 
the first movement. 
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Part three of the development is found at the presto of 

measure 188. Part one of the first subject is presented 

in fragmentation (Example 55). 

Example 55. Measures 188 through 192, showing 
the fragmentation of part one of the first subject. 

Part four begins in measure 2l4, It is a fugato with the 

orchestra pitted against the piano and is a further devel

opment of the first subject (Example 56). 

X ^ ^ ^ ^ 

'^•^-mm\ ^i^ t 

Example 56. Measures 214 through 217, showing 
the fugato between piano and orchestra. 
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Part five begins with the fortissimo arpeggiations found in 

measure 264. At first glance, the piano seems to have only 

pianistic figurations. However. Rachmaninoff has taken a 

motive from the first subject and concealed it in these 

arpeggiations as a means of further development, G minor 

is suggested as the tonality of this part (Example 57). 

Example 57* Measures 264 and 265. showing the 
motive from the first subject. 

The preparation for the recapitulation begins in measure 

280. The dominant preparation begins in measure 288 with 

a sustained dominant pedal point in the orchestra. An 

accelerando commences in the orchestra at this point and 

leads, quite dramatically, from a pianissimo level to the 

fortissimo in the piu vivo of measure 294. 

The recapitulation begins at this point. The first 

subject is abbreviated—being only eight measures long. 

The first subject is found at the piu vivo of measure 294. 
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A longer presentation would be unnecessary after such a 

lengthy utilization of the first subject in the development 

section. A transition to the second subject begins with 

the meno mosso at measure 302. The second subject is found 

at the moderate of measure 310. Consisting of two parts, 

it is an exact repetition of the second subject of the 

exposition. The orchestra states the subject in part one, 

while the solo piano states the subject in part two. How

ever, the subject is presented in D-flat Major, instead of 

the C minor center of the movement (Example 58). 

Example 58, Measures 310 through 313, showing 
the entrance of the second subject in the recapitulation. 

A transition begins with the meno mosso of measure 356. 

The transition moves to another development section at 

the allegro scherzando of measure 368, Material from the 

first subject is, once again, used. This continues until 

a fortississimo orchestral tutti section at the presto of 

measure 426 (Example 59). 
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Example 59. Measures 426 through 429. showing the 
fortississimo orchestral tutti. 

The ensuing four measures lead to a solo piano cadenza at 

measure 430, The cadenza leads to the coda in measure 431 

Marked maestoso and at the fortississimo level, 

part one of the coda is a majestic triumphant statement of 

the second subject in the key of C Major. Part two of the 

coda begins at the piu vivo in measure 455—serving as a 

transition to the final part of the coda. The concluding 

part begins with the risoluto of measure 459. It brings 

the movement to an exciting conclusion, with a rhythmic 

figure sometimes referred to as Rachmaninoff's signature 

in the last two measures (Example 60), 

Example 60. Measures 475 and 476, showing Rach
maninoff's signature. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE THIRD PIANO CONCERTO IN D MINOR, OPUS 30 

The third piano concerto, dedicated to Josef Hof-

mann, was completed in 1909. While living in Dresden in 

1908, Rachmaninoff received an invitation to visit the 

United States in the autumn of 1909. After accepting the 

invitation, he decided to write a new concerto for the 

American tour. Final touches were added to the concerto 
52 

in Moscow. It received two performances in New York— 

one conducted by Walter Damrosch and one by Gustav Mahler.^^ 

Following the concert, the Sun reported: 

. . .The concerto was too long and it lacked rhyth
mic and harmonic contrast between the first movement 
and the rest of the concerto. The opening theme In 
D minor is tinged with melancholy of a sort typical 
in late years of a good deal of Russian music. This 
is the melancholy of inactivity, of what may be the 
resignation or submission or distrust of one's powers, 
and it does not rise, as did Tchaikovsky's, to the 
pitch of surging passion or high tragedy. . . .Rus
sia's present-day composers have been charged before 
now with failing under the stress of recurring peri
ods of political and social unrest. Rachmaninoff 
has been looked to among the younger men as likeliest 
after Glazunov to attain abroad nationalism of idea 
and expression. He has not done so in this con
certo unless the outside world is laboring under a 
delusion as to what real Russia is. . . .The new 
concerto, then, may be taken as a purely personal 
utterance of the composer and it has at times the 
character of an Impromptu, so unstudied and Informal 
is its speech and so prone, too, to repetition. , . . 

^^Culshaw, pp, 36-37. ^^Ibid., p, 37. 

66 
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The same mood of honesty and simplicity and the 
single pursuit of musical beauty, without desire 
to baffle or astonish, dominated Mr. Rachmani
noff's playing of his new concerto. The pianist's 
touch had the loving quality that holds something 
of the creative and his execution was sufficiently 
facile to meet his self-imposed test. Sound, rea
sonable music this, though not a great or memorable 
proclamation.54 

It should be noted that Rachmaninoff supposedly learned 

the concerto on board a boat to New York, using a dumb 

piano. Moreover, Walter Damrosch and the orchestra played 

from manuscript for the first performance.^ 

There has been much discussion on the derivation 

of the material used in this concerto. In a 1935 letter 

to Joseph Yasser, Rachmaninoff had the following to say: 

, . ,The first theme of my 3rd Concerto is bor
rowed neither from folk song forms nor from church 
sources. It simply "wrote itself"! You will 
probably refer this to the "unconscious"I If I 
had any plan in composing this theme. I was thinking 
only of sound. I wanted to "sing" the melody on the 
piano, as a singer would sing it—and to find a 
suitable orchestral accompaniment, or rather one 
that would not muffle this singing. That is all I 
Thus, I aspired to Impart neither a folk song nor 
a liturgical character to this theme. Had that 
been so, I would doubtless have "consciously" main
tained the mode, not admitting the C-sharp, but keeping 
the C natural throughout. At the same time I realize 
that this theme has, involuntarily, taken on a 
folkish or ritual character. I have mentioned such 
a possible influence above. . . .And finally: 
Somehow I cannot recall any variations that would 
display hesitation on my part in choosing the 
melodic turns of this theme. As I have said: 
the theme "wrote itself" easily and simply 156 

Because Rachmaninoff wrote the third concerto 

^^Seroff, p. 127. ^^Ibld. 

^Bertensson. p. 312. 
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especially for his American tour. American audiences have 

appeared to prefer it over the second.^^ It has become 

increasingly popular, with such pianists as Vladimir 

Horowitz including it in their repertoire.^® 

It has been stated that: 

I^; 'l^^ ^^^^° Concerto, no. 3 is an unusually 
^n^wo Yh^'^^"'?^^ °^ ^y^^^^ ^°^^- T^e rhythmic 
^^ Z!"^ f̂.-*- -̂ ' pervades the entire work, and 
the thematic material which appears from move
ment to movement grows and develops as it reap
pears and is not simply a series of quotations 
from previous movements. This represents the 
cyclic principle used in its best sense.59 

The First Movement 

Rachmaninoff has employed a modified sonata 

allegro form for the first movement, an allegro ma non 

tanto in D minor. Clarinets, bassoons, tympanl, and 

strings open the movement with a brief two measure intro

duction and immediately state the pervading rhythm of the 

whole concerto. The first subject is stated by the piano 

in measure three (Example 61), 

|TT-riJiî firr mn u n w ^ 

the 
Example 61. Measures three through seven, showing 

first five measures of the first subject. 

^'^Culshaw, p, 37. ^^Seroff, p, 127, 

59 
William R, Ward, Examples for the Study of Musi-

cal Style (Dubuque: Wm.C, Brown Company, 1970), p 219 
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The solo piano and orchestral accompaniment continue in this 

manner until measure twenty-seven (Example 62). 
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Example 62. Measures twenty-one through twenty-
four, showing the solo piano with orchestral accompaniment. 

At the piu mosso of measure twenty-seven, the accompaniment 

is shifted to the piano, Violas and a solo horn present a 

restatement of the first subject in measure twenty-nine 

(Example 63). 

^ ^ ^ ^ & 

Example 63, Measures twenty-nine through thirty-
three, showing the orchestral restatement of the first 
subject. 
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Beginning in measure thirty-eight, an elaboration of the 

pervading rhythm appears in the piano accompaniment (Example 

64). 

Example 64. Measures thirty-eight and thirty-
nine, showing the pervading rhythm in the piano part. 

The orchestra, with piano accompaniment, continues until 

measure fifty-two. A cadential progression in measures 

fifty and fifty-one ushers in the transition to the second 

subject at measure fifty-two (Example 65). 
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Example 65. Measures fifty and fifty-one, showing 
the cadential progression. 

The duality of the first subject should not go unnoticed. 

A cantabile melody is presented against an active rhythmic 

background. 

The transition to the second subject begins with 
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the piu vivo of measure fifty-two. In part one. oboes, 

bassoons, horns, strings, and piano present a sequential 

treatment of material from the first subject—with the 

music progressing through numerous key centers (Example 66). 

Ok. 4«i 

Example 66. Various key centers 
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Part two of the transition begins with the allegro at meas

ure sixty-nine. Flutes, oboes, and a solo horn and trumpet 

offer a brief hint of the second subject (Example 67), 

gj Alle^r> 
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Example 67. Measures sixty-nine and seventy, 
showing the hint of the second subject in the orchestra. 

Part three of the transition consists of a brief piano 

cadenza at measure seventy-seven. The final part of the 

transition occurs at the moderato of measure eighty-one, 

opening with the first subject presented by the bassoons 

and lower strings. In measure eighty-three, the woodwinds 

present new material, which appears as a countermelody 

above the first subject. Upper strings Join the rest of 

the orchestra in measure eighty-five (Example 68). 

^AoJter^+<> 
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Example 68. Measures eighty-one through eighty-
six, showing the countermelody above the first subject. 
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An allargando at measure eighty-seven leads to the climax 

of the transition at the a tempo of measure eighty-eight 

(Example 69). 

/i^\\t<r'i^*k*k.lo 

Example 69. Measures eighty-seven and eighty 
eight, showing the climax of the transition. 

At the allargando, new material presented by the woodwinds 

has evolved into thematic material in its own right. It is 

evident that much of Rachmaninoff's writing, in this con

certo, is a logical outgrowth of that which has preceded. 

Conflict between a rhythmically active and a can

tabile melody is, once again, present in the second sub

ject (Example 70). 

Example 70. Measures ninety-three and ninety-
four, showing the rhythmic version of the second subject. 
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Part two of the second subject, the cantabile 

portion of the subject, begins with the a tempo at measure 

107. Stated first by the solo piano, it is a very direct 

expression with typical Rachmaninoff sequences (Example 

71). 

^ ^^'^^^esprtss: 

Example 71. Measures 107 through 111, showing the 
first phrase of the cantabile portion of the second subject 

At the a tempo e un poco crescendo of measure 111, a solo 

bassoon enters with a counter theme to the second phrase of 

the second subject (Example 72). 

as. •̂ •t«̂ «̂ .|f>* t C-»K f« < - » ere sc 

Example 72. Measures 111 through 113. showing 
the bassoon counter theme. 

There is a constant rise in part two in both dynamics and 

pitch to a sublto piano at measure 124, 
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Part three of the second subject begins at measure 

124, A tremendous buildup occurs in the piano—accompanied 

by strings, bassoons, clarinets, and horns (Example 73)• 

Example 73. Measures 126 through 128, showing the 
orchestral accompaniment. 

Part three is tonally unstable. B-flat is finally estab

lished as tonic, once again, with a dominant seventh in 

measure 137 (Example 74). 

OrcVvtS^T-o^ *:f: -£-_ 

Example 74, Measure 137. showing the dominant 
seventh of B-flat, 

Measures 137 through 151 serve to prepare for the restate

ment of the cantabile theme of the second subject—again 

in B-flat Major. 
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The restatement occurs at the tempo precedente. ma 

un poco piu mosso and signals the commencement of the clos

ing section. The solo piano presents it in its cantabile 

version, accompanied at first by the lower strings (Example 

75). 

Example 75. Measures 151 and 152. showing the 
restatement of the cantabile version of the second subject. 

Part two of the closing section begins with the 

allegro of measure 159. Centered in B-flat. material from 

part two of the second subject is utilized—first appearing 

in the solo clarinet (Example 76), 

Example 76. Measures 159 and I60, showing the 
appearance of material from part two of the second sub
ject in the orchestra. 
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There is a sudden shift from a B-flat Major chord to an 

A major-minor seventh chord in measure l66, marking the 

beginning of the development section. 

The development section is quite extensive. Part 

one begins with the a tempo of measure 167. Measures 167 

through 171 are an exact restatement of measures one through 

five of the exposition. However, the introduction of a 

C-natural in measure 172 shifts the tonality down a whole 

step to C minor for another statement of the first subject 

(Example 77). 

Example 77. Measures 174 and 175, showing the 
appearance of the first subject in C minor. 

Part two begins with the piu mosso of measure I8I. 

with material derived from the first subject appearing in 

the bassoons and cellos (Example 78), 
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Example 78. Measure l8l, showing the appearance 
of first subject material in the bassoons and cellos. 

In measure 185. the piano suddenly breaks into a figuration 

in thirds based on the first subject. The same thirds are 

fragmented in the woodwinds (Example 79). 

Example 79. Measures 185 through 187, showing the 
fragmentation of the thirds. 

With the fragment being tossed about from one wind instru

ment to the next, the woodwind section and the piano are 

engaged in a rather desultory discourse. 
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Measures 189 through 202 represent a sequence of measures 

181 through 188, with an extension of the dialogue occurring 

in measures 199 through 202. 

Part three begins at the piu vivo of measure 203, 

Material from the first subject is exploited, having under

gone considerable metamorphosis. Treated sequentially, 

part three is tonally unstable. In measure 219. the per

vading rhythm of the concerto appears in the orchestra. 

Above the orchestra, the piano presents a fragmented premo

nition of the next part of the development. An example of 

the premonition may be found in Example 80, 

9 
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Example 80. Measures 219 and 220. showing the 
fragmented premonition of the next part of the development. 

Part four begins with the allegro of measure 223. 

With the pervading rhythm in the orchestra, the piano offers 

a vociferous metamorphosis of the first subject. Remi

niscent of Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov*s Russian Easter Over-
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tur£, part four is sequential (Example 8l). 
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Example 81. Measures 227 through 233. showing 
the orchestral chords of part four of the development. 

Part five begins with a fortississimo outburst 

at the allegro molto—alia breve in measure 235. It is 

based on motives from the first and second subjects. The 

thirds from the dialogue of part two reappear in the piano. 

Measures 267 through 270 contain important solos in the 

flute, oboe, and clarinet which are not normally included 

in orchestral reductions (Example 82). 

Example 82. Measures 267 through 270, showing 
the flute, oboe, and clarinet solos. 

The texture is gradually thinned out. Seven piano chords. 
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beginning in measure 299, usher in the magnificent cadenza. 

Rachmaninoff provided two cadenzas for this move

ment. However, the alternative one. although printed in the 

score, is very seldom played.°° The other cadenza ", , . 

has been described as the finest cadenza since the concertos 

of Liszt, and if one is to Judge a cadenza on its purely 

musical virtues then this must indeed be highly placed."^^ 

The cadenza evolves out of the development, in much the 

same manner that the cadenza did in Felix Mendelssohn's 

violin concerto. It is based almost entirely on the first 

subject. The main section of the first part of the cadenza 

occurs at the allegro molto in measure 345, climaxing with 

the fortississimo in measure 364 (Example 83). 

HP k^ 
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Example 83. Measures 345 and 346, showing the 

first two measures of the main part of the first part of 
the cadenza. 

The prevailing rhythmic motive is present throughout the 

first part of the cadenza. Part two begins with the meno 

60 Culshaw, p, 87. 61 Ibid. 
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P̂ osso of measure 378. Although it has undergone a meta

morphosis, the rhythmic motive is present in the piano, 

measure 379. a solo flute enters with the first subject 

(Example 84). 

In 
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Example 84. Measures 379 through 383, showing 
the flute's statement of the first subject. 

A solo oboe takes over in measure 383* It is then followed 

by a solo clarinet in measure 385 and solo horn in measure 

386, Part three of the cadenza occurs at the moderato of 

measure 391. with a statement of the second subject 

(Example 85). 

lAce. ^ r^rj 

Example 85, Measures 391 and 392, showing the 
statement of the second subject by the solo piano. 
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The piano breaks off into a brief fantasia-like passage at 

measure 403. The rhythmic motive appears, once more, at 

measure 407 as preparation for the recapitulation. 

The recapitulation, beginning at measure 4ll, 

appears in a drastically abbreviated form. The psycho

logical demand for a full recapitulation has been met by 

the extensive use of both subjects in the development and 

cadenza. The first subject is an exact restatement of the 

exposition. However, the trumpets and horns enter with the 

rhythmic version of the second subject in measure 437--the 

commencement of the coda (Example 86), 

Example 86. Measures 437 and 438, showing the 
appearance of the rhythmic version of the second subject 
in the horns and trumpets. 

This motive undergoes various repetitions. The rhythmic 

motive appears in the piano at measure 441. It also 

appears in both piano and orchestra at measure 449. 

although slightly varied. A gradual accelerando takes 

place until the end. The movement comes to an abrupt 

conclusion, leaving one almost breathless. 
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The Second Movement 

For the second movement beginning and ending in D 

minor, Rachmaninoff has employed a hybrid form. It is 

essentially an A B A C A design with theme and variation 

technique employed within the A sections. First movement 

material appears in the B and C sections. Hence, a cyclical 

work. The first A section consists of a statement of the 

theme, followed by two variations. Stated entirely by the 

strings and woodwinds, the thematic statement occurs from 

measures one through twenty-six (Example 87). 

'^i-Hf "̂^ ̂1 
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Example 87. Measures one through five, showing 
the first five measures of the theme. 

A transition to the first variation begins with the un poco 

piu mosso of measure twenty-six (Example 8 8 ) . 

Example 88. Measures twenty-six and twenty-seven, 
showing the transition to the first variation. 
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The piano finally enters at the piu mosso of measure thirty-

two, taking over the transition from the orchestra, as the 

latter momentarily bows out. 

The first A section begins with the a tempo of 

measure thirty-eight and consists of two variations. Vari

ation one, in a D-flat tonal center, begins in measure 

thirty-eight and is stated first by the piano (Example 89). 

ll'lhu 
grtg^ 

Example 89. Measures thirty-eight through forty-
one, showing the piano entrance with variation one. 

Strings, horns, and clarinets Join the piano at the meno 

mosso of measure forty-seven (Example 90). 

M€.no rvi.SS* 

Example 90. Measures forty-seven through forty-
nine, showing the entrance of the strings, horns, and clari 
nets. 
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A brief embellishment by the piano, from measures 

fifty-three through fifty-four, ushers in variation two, 

beginning with the a tempo, piu mosso of measure fifty-five. 

Variation two, centered in an F tonality, is a virtual 

restatement of variation one. The piano first presents the 

theme and is Joined by the orchestra at the meno mosso of 

measure sixty-five (Example 91), 

a. 4-enA,p»,f'«c^ lykftSS, 
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Example 91, Measures fifty-five through fifty-
six and measures sixty-five through sixty-six. showing the 
piano entrance with variation two and the orchestral 
entrance at the meno mosso. 

The piu vivo of measure seventy-one signals the 

beginning of the B section, A motive from the principal 

theme of the second movement appears in the piano (Example 

92). 
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Example 92. Measure seventy-one, showing the 
appearance of a motive from the theme of the second move
ment. 

However, a rhythmic metamorphosis of the first subject of 

the first movement appears in the first violins at measure 

seventy-two (Example 93)• 

Example 93. Measure seventy-two, showing the 
appearance of a rhythmic metamorphosis of the first subject 
of the first movement. 

The B section is built almost entirely on the dominant. 
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An impassioned fortissimo statement of the theme 

at the a tempo, piu mosso of measure eighty-five ushers in 

the return of the A section and the appearance of variation 

three. First appearing in a B-flat center and given to the 

solo piano, the theme is later treated sequentially— 

appearing in a C center (Example 94), 

Ok 4t»VNoO^ fi »< rtr% 0 5SO 

Example 94, Measures eighty-five through eighty-
six and eighty-nine through ninety, showing the appearance 
of variation three and the ensuing change of tonality. 

The orchestra Joins the piano at measure ninety-three. A 

change of tonality to a D center at measure 102 heralds 

the beginning of variation four. 

While the piano provides embellishment with mas

sive fortissimo chords, the theme is stated by the violins, 

violas, and cellos. Variation four is a very brief state

ment. 

Variation five begins with the return to a D-flat 

center at measure 111. Both piano and orchestra present 
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a triumphal maestoso statement of the theme (Example 95). 

^"r.i ffl.i.,^!j J" 
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Example 95. Measures 111 and 112, showing the 
triumphal statement of the theme. 

A transition to the C section begins at the tempo come prima 

of measure 122. 

The C section is a fast waltz in 2 and is centered 

in an F-sharp tonality (Example 96). 
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Example 96. Measures 130 through 135, showing 
the orchestral accompaniment for the waltz. 

A metamorphosis of the first subject of the first move

ment appears In the clarinets and bassoons at measure 137 

(Example 97). 
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Example 97. Measures 137 through 145. showing the 
appearance of the first subject of the first movement. 

The rhythm of the second subject of the first movement is 

presented by the first violins at measure 157 (Example 98). 

<• If u l r i J l ^ ^ 
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Example 98, Measures 157 through l60, showing the 
appearance of the rhythm of the second subject of the first 
movement. 

Fragments of the first subject of the first movement appear 

throughout the C section in the piano as well (Example 99). 

C^Uti'iun 
Example 99. Measures l68 and I69, showing the 

appearance of the first subject of the first movement. 
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A transition back to the theme of the second movement 

appears at the change of meter at measure 184. Back in a 
3 
r^ meter, the transition is in a C-sharp tonal center. Both 

piano and orchestra present the material (Example 100). 

Example 100. Measures 184 through 185. showing 
the orchestral part at the transition back to the theme of 
the second movement. 

The final statement of the theme is given solely to 

the orchestra. Appearing from measures 190 through 209. 

this is an espressivo cantabile statement (Example 101). 
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Example 101. Measures 190 and 191. showing the 
return of the theme for its final statement. 

The I'lstesso tempo of measure 210 begins a 

transition to the third movement—linking the second and 
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third movements in a manner not unlike that employed by 

Felix Mendelssohn in his concertos (Example 102), 

U'«5+CiXO 4-t.rK 

Example 102. Measure 210, showing the first 
measure of the transition. 

A dramatic fortissimo arpeggio in the piano to fortissimo 

tutti chords ushers in the finale. 

The Third Movement 

The third movement, an alia breve, is a freely 

designed sonata allegro form. After a two-measure orches

tral introduction of the pervading rhythmic motive, the 

piano enters with the first subject at measure three 

(Example 103). 

Example 103. Measures three and four, showing 
the entrance of the piano with part one of the first sub
ject. 
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Based entirely on the pervading rhythmic idea, part one of 

the first subject is a tremendously effective dance, begin

ning in D minor. 

Part two of the first subject begins with a mezzo 

forte at measure thirty-nine. Stated first, in A minor, by 

the piano and accompanied by chords in the string section, 

the rest of the orchestra enters in measure forty-three 

(Example 104), 
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Example 104. Measures thirty-nine through forty-

two, showing the entrance of part two of the first subject, 

A series of rather abrupt modulations brings the music back 

home to the tonality of D minor in measure forty-nine. The 

typically Russian rhythm J J J J should be noted in part 

two. This rhythm can be felt both upon hearing as well as 

from a visual inspection of the score of other Russian 

works such as Michael Glinka's Russian and Ludmilla. 

The transition to the second subject begins with 

a boisterous fortissimo at measure fifty-seven. With 

the subject presented by the orchestra, the piano is 

involved with vlrtuosic figurations based on the pervading 
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rhythm. The passage is treated sequentially (Example 105). 
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Example 105, Measures fifty-seven through fifty-
nine, showing the beginning of the transition to the sec
ond subject. 

Part one of the second subject, in C Major, begins 

with the piu mosso at measure seventy-two. Given to the 

piano, a thin accompaniment based on the rhythmic motive 

is provided by the strings, horns, clarinets, and bassoons, 

A solo flute and oboe are heard in measures seventy-eight 

and seventy-nine (Example 106). 
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Example 106, Measures seventy-eight and seventy-
nine, showing the flute and oboe solos. 

The rhythm of part one of the second subject is derived 

from the pervading rhythm. The melodic contour of the 

subject is derived from part four of the transition to the 
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second subject of the first movement's exposition. 62 

Part two of the second subject, in G Major, begins 

with the meno mosso of measure 103. Rachmaninoff has 

authorized a cut from measure 103 through measure 131« 

"One suspects that Rachmaninov deleted it because of the 

already surprising lack of repetition in the finale and 

because without it the movement holds a greater element of 

surprise in its last moments." -̂  Nevertheless, part two 

of the second subject is a tremendously effective melodic 

creation, bearing slight resemblance to the second subject 

of the first movement in the second piano concerto. 

Extremely sequential, it is a soaring line, climaxing with 

the fortissimo at measure 118 (Example 107). 
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Example 107. Measures 103 and 104, showing the 
first two measures of part two of the second subject. 

Refer to Example 68 on page seventy-two. 

-^Culshaw, p. 91. 
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Chordal arpeggios in the piano, based on part two 

of the second subject, begin the closing section at measure 

124. Violins present a syncopated motive from the second 

subject of the finale. At measure 128, the first subject, 

along with the pervading rhythmic motive, is heard—bringing 

the exposition to a close. 

The allegro molto of measure 132 signals the com

mencement of the development section. Rather lengthy in 

its conception, the development is both episodic and rhap

sodic. Its many sections are held together because of the 

interdependence of the subject material, with the pervading 

rhythmic motive playing a key role. Section one is given 

entirely to the orchestra. It is a metamorphosis of the 

rhythmic motive appearing in the first subject of the first 

movement (Example 108), 

V^^J-^^^A'A ir?/3^ 

Example 108, Measures 132 and 133, showing the 
metamorphosis of the rhythmic motive from the first sub
ject of the first movement. 

Section two begins with the scherzando of meas

ure 152. After two measures of the rhythmic motive 

intoned in chords by the strings, the piano enters In 
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measure 154 with a flippant rhythmic and intervalic meta

morphosis of the first subject. The scherzando is in 

E-flat Major—the key of the Neapolitan (Example 109). 

t>c^«.v*7-«v»-%dlof-''*' / 
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Example 109. Measures 152 through 154, showing the 
first three measures of the scherzando. 

Section three, also in E-flat Major, begins with 

the a tempo of measure 171. The pianp presents the theme-

derived, as it were, from the second subject of movement 

one, the first subject of movement three, and the per

vading rhythmic idea (Example 110). 

n im^., 

Example 110. Measure 171. showing the entrance 
of section three. 
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Glissando-like scales accompany the thematic material. The 

rhythmic motive is thrown about from soloist to orchestra, 

with the oboes and the violins (col legno) having their 

say. 

Section four, also in E-flat Major, begins with 

the piu vivo of measure I78 and is based on an inversion 

of the first subject of the third movement in conjunction 

with the rhythmic motive (Example 111). 

Example 111. Measure 182, showing the inversion of 
the first subject of the third movement in conjunction with 
the rhythmic motive. 

Section five, in E-flat Major, begins with the 

meno mosso of measure I88—a change to the time signature 

of ^. There is an authorized Rachmaninoff cut from measure 

188 through measure 201. 64 Nevertheless, the meno mosso 

is a cantabile treatment of a theme derived from the 

rhythmic motive and the first subject of the third move

ment, accompanied by wldespaced arpeggios. 

Section six, in E-flat Major, may be found at 

the a tempo of measure 194. A Jocose treatment of the 

64 Ibid 
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second subject of the first movement occurs in the orches

tra (Example 112), 

« . 

Example 112. Measure 194, showing the appearance 
of the second subject of the first movement. 

Section seven begins with the a tempo of measure 

201. Although centered in an E-flat tonality, this section 

is an example of modal borrowing. Accompanied by the trip

let rhythm of the first subject of the third movement, 

violas and cellos present an impassioned statement of the 

first subject of the first movement (Example 113). 
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Example 113. Measures 201 through 203, showing 
the appearance of the first subject of the first movement. 

The lento of measure 209 marks the beginning of 

section eight, with a temporary shift of tonality from 
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E-flat Major to E Major. Part two of the second subject 

of movement one, which is the cantabile version, is pre

sented throughout the whole section (Example 114), 

dfe 
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Example 114, Measure 209. showing the appearance 
of part two of the second subject of movement one. 

A rather abrupt shift of tonality back to E-flat 

Major, at the a tempo come prima of measure 222, heralds 

the entrance of section nine. With a further metamor

phosis of the first subject of the third movement occurring 

in the orchestra and piano, a turbulent thickening of 

texture occurs in the solo part. 

Section ten, in E-flat Major, occurs at measure 

232, Although this section serves as the preparation for 

the recapitulation, the orchestra presents further meta

morphosis of the second subject of the first movement. 

A four-measure chorale, presented by the solo 

piano from measures 238 through 242 ushers in the reca

pitulation (Example 115). 
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Example II5. Measures 238 through 243. showing 
the four measure chorale. 

The recapitulation begins with the tempo I. alia 

breve of measure 243. Commencing in E-flat Major, the 

recapitulation has a Neapolitan relationship to the expo

sition. After a four-measure introduction—establishing 

the pervading rhythmic motive once again—the strings, 

oboes, clarinets, and bassoons state the first subject in 

C minor (Example II6). 

^^J^r'H^VJ.ri J J 

Example II6. Measures 247 and 248, showing the 
first two measures of the recapitulation of the first sub
ject. 

Part two of the first subject is given to the 
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piano in measure 292, Beginning in F Major, part two is 

accompanied by crisp staccato chords--later, becoming sus

tained (Example 117), 

Example 117. Measures 292 and 293, showing the 
entrance of part two of the first subject in the reca
pitulation. 

Part one re-enters at measure 299 and is in G 

major. 

Part three of the first subject enters at measure 

303. Accompanied by marcato chords on the piano, the 

orchestra presents part one of the first subject and 

becomes transitional (Example II8). 
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Example 118. Measures 303 and 304, showing the 
marcato chords on the piano. 
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Part one of the second subject, stated in B-flat 

Major, appears at the piu mosso of measure 319, Except 

for minor alterations in the accompaniment, this statement 

is virtually identical with its counterpart in the expo

sition (Example 119), 

lU. tvv»5SO 
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Example II9, Measures 319 and 320, showing the 

entrance of part one of the second subject. 

Part two of the second subject, in F Major, begins 

with the piu vivo of measure 350. Although the orchestral 

accompaniment is changed somewhat with the appearance of 

staccato eighth-note chords, part two is also a virtual 

restatement of part two of the second subject in the expo

sition (Example 120), 

YiK vivo 
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Example 120, Measures 350 and 351, showing the 
entrance of part two of the second subject. 
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Part two leads to the coda, which begins with the vivace of 

measure 38I, 

The coda is in two distinct sections. Part one has 

various subdivisions which may be labeled la, lb, and Ic. 

Part la, beginning with a dominant pedal point, is a 

rhythmic metamorphosis of the first subject of the first 

movement. It is most related to the appearance of the first 

subject in the cadenza of the first movement. Part lb. 

occurring at the forte of measure 405, is based on the per

vading rhythmic motive and resembles the opening of the 

first movement's cadenza (Example 121). 
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Example 121. Measures 405 and 406. showing the 
first two measures of part lb. 

Part Ic begins with a fortissimo at measure 415. It is 

essentially an elaboration of the pervading rhythmic 

motive. Six measures of orchestral interlude, measures 

431 through 436, lead to a brief, but brilliant, piano 

cadenza—based, as it were, on the pervading rhythm. 
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Part two of the coda makes a dramatic entrance at 

the vivacissimo of measure 438. A triumphal statement of 

material based on part two of the second subject of the 

first movement follows, although the rhythmic motive is 

still present (Example 122). 

Vi V«.ciSS*i»^oC<^'-<^ ) 

Example 122. Measures 438 through 44l. showing 
the entrance of part two of the coda. 

A bravura passage begins in measure 489. Consisting of 

descending brilliant piano octaves followed by ascending 

chordal arpeggios, this section brings the movement to a 

sparkling conclusion. There ts a final allusion to part 

two of the second subject of the third movement in 

measures 502 through 505. Three sforzando chords lead to 

the ^ JJJ rhythm, which may be considered, once again, to 

be Rachmaninoff's own signature. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE FOURTH PIANO CONCERTO IN G MINOR. OPUS 40 

The G minor concerto, dedicated to Nicolas Medt-

ner, was written in 1926,^^ It had its first performance 

in Baltimore, Maryland on March 18, 1927. With Leopold 

Stokowski conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra, Rachma

ninoff appeared as soloist.^ The concerto was performed 

again on March 22 in New York. Lawrence Oilman wrote for 

the Herald Tribune: 

For all its somewhat naive camouflage of whole-
tone scales and occasionally dissonant harmony, 
Mr, Rachmaninoff's new concerto (his Fourth, in 
the key of G minor) remains as essentially nine
teenth century as if Tchaikovsky had signed it. 
Somber it is. at times, but It never exhibits the 
fathomless melancholy of such authentic masters of 
tragical speech as Moussorgsky. There is a 
Mendelssohnlan strain in Rachmaninoff which relates 
him more Intimately to the salon than to the steppes; 
and this strain comes out in his new concerto, as 
it does in all his music, sooner or later. 

The new work is neither so expressive nor so effec
tive as its famous companion in C minor. Nor is it 
so resourceful in development. There is thinness 
and monotony in the treatment of the thematic 
material of the slow movement, and the finale 
begins to weary before its end. The imposing, the 
seductive Rachmaninoff is still the unashamed and . 
dramatizing sentimentalist of the Second Concerto."' 

Pitts Sanborn wrote for the Telegram: 

^Bertensson, p. 417. ^^Culshaw. p. 42. 
6? 
'Bertensson, pp. 248-49. 
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The concerto in question is an interminable, 
loosely knit hodgepodge of this and that, all the 
way from Liszt to Puccini, from Chopin to Tchai
kovsky. Even Mendelssohn enjoys a passing com
pliment. The orchestral scoring has the richness 
of nougat and the piano part glitters with innu
merable stock tricks and figurations. As music 
it is now weepily sentimental, now of an elfin 
prettiness, now swelling toward bombast in a 
fluent orotundity. 

It is neither futuristic music nor music of the 
future. Its past was a present in Continental 
capitals half a century ago. Taken by and large— 
and it is even longer than it is large—this work 
could fittingly be described as super-salon music. 
Mme. Cecile Chaminade might safely have perpetrated 
it on her third glass of vodka.68 

Quite obviously, the concerto was not well received. Rach

maninoff, in 1941, revised the orchestration and rewrote 
69 

the last movement. 

Although the fourth concerto has not yet achieved 

great popularity, it may, perhaps, when it is Judged on 

its own merits and not in comparison with the second and 

third concertos. 

The First Movement 

The first movement marked allegro vivace (alia 

breve), is essentially an improvisational study. While 

intrepreted by some to be in sonata form, the movement is 

actually a series of episodes. The various parts of the 

movement may be considered collectively a s A B C D E F C 

F C F E B A Coda. 

Part A appears in the opening measure. There are 

^^Ibld., pp. 249-50. ^^Ibid., p. 366. 
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two sections within part A which may be labeled as parts 

A^ and A2. Part A^ is given solely to the orchestra 

(Example 123). 

'' iU JW ^m i 
^ - j ' J-ffi! 

(J^Ki X 1̂  

part A^ 
Example 123. Measures one through five, showing 

A vigorous ascending theme, part A^, gives rise to the 

appearance of A2 at the pesante in measure seven. With a 

shimmering accompaniment in the orchestra, the solo piano 

presents the thematic material (Example 124). 

p e i t i t ^ t c 

^ 

^ 
^ 

tl 

^ •Z7 

Example 124. Measures seven through nine, 
showing part A2. 
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A^. given to the orchestra, reappears at the a tempo of 

measure twenty-two (Example 125), 

^ '̂;̂ h i-J5^"7^^^ 
^ ^ 

Example 125, Measures twenty-two through twenty-
four, showing the reappearance of Aĵ . 

The piano Joins in for its statement of A2 at measure 

twenty-eight (Example 126). 

-o-

a. ^ ^ 

" 'TTfr f \ , 1 

Example 126. Measures twenty-eight through thirty, 
showing the reappearance of A2. 

Part B begins with the a tempo in measure forty-

three. Transitional in nature, part B employs a motive 

derived from A2 (Example 127). 
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Example 127. Measures forty-four and forty-
five, showing the first two measures of part B. 

Although the piano is the most prominent force at work in 

part B. a solo flute makes a dramatic appearance in measure 

fifty-three (Example 128). 

Example 128. Measures fifty-three through fifty-
six, showing the flute solo. 

An English horn solo, followed by a solo horn, ushers in 

part C (Example 129), 

\ ^ - ' ^ ^ ^ 

RW-

W Jj.iiJ>'^-'i 
~ ^ & 

E: 

QI 
-J3. 

1 '-̂  

^ 

'•uTTaii '4' Ljij'^j'ljj 
Example 129. Measures seventy-one through seventy-

seven, showing the English horn and horn solo. 
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Part C, the actual second subject of the movement, 

begins at the moderato of measure seventy-seven (Example 

130), 

Example 130. Measures seventy-seven and seventy-
eight, showing the first two measures of part C. 

Given almost entirely to the piano, part C is a poetic 

Chopinesque melodic creation with typical Chopin embel

lishment appearing in measure eighty-three (Example 131), 

Example I3I. Measure eighty-three, showing an 
example of embellishment. 

A brief flurry on the piano marked veloce brings the move 

ment to part D. 

Part D, a transitional section, begins with the 

allegro assai of measure ninety-four. Similar to part B, 
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this passage employs the same motive from A2 (Example 132). 

Allegro < .̂ss«s.; 

m ^ 

^ r o cKis<K 

n 'u' 1-
'^ -^3: -• <̂  

^ 
L 1 . 1^'-

Example 132. Measure ninety-four. 

A striking example of "free relation of quality" appears 

from measures IO6 through I08 (Example 133). 

EH :&• W^S. yt t: "^t 

Te^-YV^-^x. s^Jrii' >"'T^ '5>»̂ *̂ V "^ 
Cf 

Example I33, Measures IO6 through 108, showing 
an example of "free relation of quality." 

A LydIan scale on G-flat in the piano ushers in part E 

(Example 134), 
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T c t ^ p o c o rv»e p r*. r»̂  «. 

(jTJ) pe v«<ietrto(o 

^^^^^p ^ 

Example I34. Measure 112, showing an example of 
^ LydIan scale on G-flat. 

Part E, appearing at the tempo come prima (alia 

^reve) of measure II3. is given to the orchestra with 

accompanying pianistic embellishments (Example 135). 

Example 135* Measures II3 through 115. showing 
the first three measures of part E. 

This part is treated sequentially in F minor at measure 

124. Beginning with an ascending scale in the lower 

depths of the piano to the a tempo meno mosso e poco a 

poco accelerando, part E begins to function as a prep

aration for the recapitulation (an event which never 

occurs). Based on the rising figure of A2. a gradual 

buildup of sound occurs, with the piano shouting out 
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motivic fragments over the rising figure. The buildup 

climaxes at the a tempo rubato of measure I96 with a brief 

return of the E theme. 

Two measures of an a tempo precedente bring the 

movement to part F. Part F consists of two sections which 

may be labeled F^. beginning at measure 202, and F2, begin

ning at measure 210, F̂  is essentially a passage for vlr

tuosic display by the piano. Particularly obvious is the 

oscillation between the tonic chord and the Neapolitan 

sixth chord (Example 136), 

Example I36. Measures 202 through 204, showing 
an oscillation between the tonic chord and the Neapolitan 
chord. 

A change of mode occurs in measure 214. with a momentary 

reference to the rising figure of A2 occurring from meas

ures 216 through 218 (Example 137). 
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t^tLVCK^* 

Example I37. Measures 2l6 through 218, showing 
the reference to the rising figure of A2. 

Part C reappears in measure 220, Accompanied by 

piano"arpeggios, the thematic material appears in the solo 

flute (Example 138), 

(^S^ ̂ ^ 

Example I38, Measures 220 through 225. showing 
the flute solo. 

Part F reappears in measure 227. followed by a 

change of mode in measure 231 (Example 139). 

Example I39, Measure 227 and measure 23I. 
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The rising figure of A2 reappears in measure 233, ushering 

in the reappearance of part C. 

Part C, once again in the flute, reappears at 

measure 235 in a G-flat center (Example 140). 

"^l^""^ Ll-1 L ^ 

Example 140. Measures 235 through 239, showing 
the presentation of part C by the flute. 

F2 reappears at measure 241 in conjunction with 

the rising figure of A2 (Example l4l). 

*=«= 

Example 141. Measures 243 through 244, showing 
Fp and the rising figure of A2. 

A gradual diminuendo occurs, unobtrusively bringing back 

a statement of part E at the pianissimo of measure 249. 

Part B is recalled with the anacrusis into measure 
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26o. A brief reference to Â  in measure 274 leads to the 

coda, which occurs with the fortissirro of measure 280. 

Accompanied by multiple glissando-like arpeggi

ations by the piano, the main thematic material of the coda 

appears in the upper strings, beginning with measure 282 

(Example 142), 

n'---ri-f ,ff-;fr ff 
9. 

i»f f If niv^i ^ ^ 

Example 142, Measures 282 through 292, showing 
the coda theme of the violins. 

Derived from A2. the coda theme is a soaring cantabile 

utterance. With an exploitation of the upper limits of the 

violin, one finds it hard to experience the tranguillo 

marking given by the composer at measure 284. A sudden 

allegro vivace at measure 308 brings the movement to a 

quick but decidedly outspoken conclusion. 

The Second Movement 

For the second movement, a largo in a C center. 

Rachmaninoff has employed an A B A design. The movement 

begins with a five measure introduction given solely to 

the piano (Example 143), 
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Example 143. Measures one through five, showing 
the first five measures of the piano introduction. 

Harmonically ambiguous, the introduction leads to a clearly 

defined tonic chord in C Major at measure six. The A 

section begins at this point (Example 144), 

>-^s^ 

C' I 
hoc -»-

Example 144. Measures six through eight, 
showing the first two measures of the A section. 

Although criticized by some for bearing a resem

blance to Three Blind Mice, other composers have employed 

such a three-note pattern in their works. Rachmaninoff 
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wrote the following to Nicolas Medtner on September 8, 1926: 

Just before leaving Dresden I received the copied 
piano score of my new concerto. I glanced at its 
size—110 pages-and I was terrified! Out of sheer 
cowardice I haven't yet checked its time. It will 
have to be performed like the Ring: on several 
evenings in succession. And I recalled my idle 
talk with you on the matter of length and the need 
to abridge, compress, and not be loquacious. I 
was ashamed! Apparently the whole trouble lies 
in the third movement. What I must have piled 
up there! I have already started (in my mind) 
to look for cuts. Found one. but only eight bars, 
and besides, it's in the first movement, which 
isn't so frightening in length. And I "see" that 
the orchestra is almost never silent, which I 
regard as a great sin. This means that it's not 
a concerto for piano, but a concerto for piano 
and orchestra. 

I also notice that the theme of the second move
ment is the theme of the first movement in 
Schumann's concerto. How is it that you didn't 
point this out to me?70 

Nevertheless, this motive is the principal 

ingredient for the second movement. The subject is first 

presented by the strings in measure six. In measure 

eight, the solo piano takes over. With the A section 

continuing in the same manner, a somniferous effect is 

created. 

A sudden outburst in both piano and orchestra 

ushers in the B section, beginning with the 1'istesso 

tempo, ma agitato of measure forty-four. Concerning the 

B section, John Culshaw had the following to say: 

The outburst in the middle of the movement is 
perhaps the real clue to this bitter work. It 
is a cry of despair, the music of a disillusioned 

70 
^ Ibid,, p. 246. 
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man, and there is something extraordinarily moving 
about the last pages (infinitely superior In the 
revised version), because one realizes with what 
mental suffering they were conceived. No longer 
could Rachmaninov express himself freely; he 
fought the powers within him, challenging: them 
to produce music of the kind he had written in 
the past. But nothing was forthcoming. Perhaps 
these pages are meaningless to anyone who has not 
studied the man and his music; they are intimate 
pages, the last attempt to write in traditional 
Concerto form by a composer who was nearlng the 
end of his creative life.71 

However, Caine Alder had the following to say: 

. . .1 am certain that the day will come when 
posterity will recognize this concerto as 
representing Rachmaninov's later, more devel
oped style rather than thinking of it as a 
lessening of powers in his earlier style of 
writing. And when that time comes it will at 
last stand in the opinion of the public as a 
worthy companion to its three predecessors,^2 

Measures forty-four through forty-seven consist 

of a series of melodic functioning seventh chords— 

unified by a C pedal point (Example 145), 

J U'ts^esjo +eNii>&,fA«. «.ji-%<v.+& 

® r-^^-^-^n ^^twkl D^M-rvv? B̂ A/vv.̂  

Example 145. Measures forty-four through forty-
seven, showing the melodic functioning chords. 

71 

72. 

Culshaw, p. 94. 

Caine Alder, record notes for The Four Piano 
Concertos, London Records CSA 2311. 
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An harmonic functioning dominant seventh chord in B-flat 

minor appears in measures forty-eight and forty-nine. How

ever, there is only a brief hint of B-flat minor over the 

C pedal point. Measure fifty-three contains a cadential 

six-four chord in F minor (Example 146), 

I i rzrr ^ ^ 

^ Ulr Llf-,. 

^^^m 
i ^ ^ 
w f-77 *u>. ¥ 

Example 146. Measure fifty-three, showing a 
cadential six-four chord in F minor. 

A V " of C. appearing in measure fifty-six, ushers in the 

return of the A section at the come prima of measure fifty-

seven. 

In the return of A, the strings first present the 

principal theme (Example 147). 

Example 147. Measures fifty-seven and fifty-eight, 
showing the return of the principal theme. 
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A change in the A section appears with the full piano chords 

at the pesante of measure sixty-three (Example 148). 

^^^fe 
^ ^ ^ 

Example 148. Measure sixty-three, showing the 
full piano chords. 

A strong cadence in C occurs in measures seventy through 

seventy-two and brings the A section to a close. 

Measures seventy-two through seventy-seven form 

a short transition to the third movement. The second 

movement comes to a close with a variation of the preva

lent motive appearing in the cellos and basses (Example 

149). 

Example 149. Measures seventy-five through 
seventy-seven, showing the prevalent motive. 
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The Third Movement 

The third movement marked allegro vivace is. like 

the finale of the first concerto, a vlrtuosic showpiece. 

Once again. Rachmaninoff has employed an A B A form with 

an extended coda. The movement opens with a mysterious 

introduction. Measures one through nine consist of a 

fragmentary discourse between piano and orchestra (Example 

150). 

tuM', 

Example 150. Measures one through four, showing 
the first four measures of the introduction. 

A leggiero upward sweep on the piano, occurring in meas

ures ten through twelve, functions as a dominant prepa

ration for the entrance of the A section (Example 151)• 

» i^^['^y^'''^\'^\'fi^l 
^ 

Example 151. Measures ten through twelve, showing 
the dominant preparation. 
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The principal theme of the A section enters in 

measure thirteen. Within the A section is an inner struc

ture of a b a b a b a. Given solely to the piano, the 

theme of part "a" is a leggiero staccato display of pian

istic wizardry (Example 152). 

ivi iii) j i u ^ j ^ ni 
Example 152. Measures thirteen and fourteen, 

showing the entrance of the A section. 

A brief fermata in measure twenty-five signals the entrance 

of part "b". Part "b", itself a continuation of the pyro

technics of part "a", is first stated on the dominant of 

G (Example 153). 

Example 153, Measures twenty-six through twenty-
seven, showing the first two measures of part "b". 

In measure thirty-one, it is treated sequentially in C 

minor as the subdominant of G, Part "a" returns in meas-
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ure thirty-five. However, the piano is accompanied by two 

bassoons, horn, cellos, and basses (Example 154). 

K1 \ M !T.V-S 

Example 154. Measures thirty-six and thirty-
seven, showing the orchestral accompaniment for the return 
of part "a". 

The crescendo of measure forty-four, along with a chromatic 

downward sweep on the piano, ushers in the return of part 

"b"—expressed solely by the full orchestra. Once again, 

part "b" begins on the dominant of G and moves to the sub-

dominant (Example 155). 

Example 155. Measure forty-six and measure fifty, 
showing the sequential treatment of part "b". 

Part "a" returns in measure fifty-four. Accompanied by the 

orchestra—marked by the use of a tambourine, the piano 

presents a rhythmic metamorphosis of the first presentation 
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of "a" (Example I56). 

Example 156. Measures fifty-four and fifty-five, 
showing the metamorphosis of part "a". 

Part "b" returns at measure seventy-four, accompanied by a 

rather full complement of orchestral forces. 

Measure eighty-six signals the beginning of a 

transition section. A downward thrust by the piano, begin

ning in measure eighty-three, brings the movement to a 

sudden orchestral unison and octave statement of the pitch 

G-flat. which is the first real hint at a departure from a 

G center. The transition, a lively discourse between piano 

and orchestra, ushers in the B section—beginning with the 

a tempo meno mosso of measure 107. 

For the B section, the key center changes from G 

to D-flat—a tritone relationship. An inner structure 

exists within the B section which may be labeled c d c. 

Part "c" is a fanfare given to both piano and orchestra. 

In measure 111, the orchestral part of the fanfare comes 

to a momentary standstill with the entrance of a solo 

horn—with a new lush theme (Example 157). 
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m 
Example 157. Measures 111 through ll6, showing 

the horn solo. 

The orchestral fanfare re-enters at measure ll6—only to be 

shortly pre-empted by the return of the horn solo in meas

ure 120, The horn solo leads to a lush melodic statement 

by the first violins in measure 125, with short obligate 

statements of the flute, oboe, and clarinet (Example 158). 

^ XI i>i; ^ ^ 

w \ I.1 , ± 

| v X \ X^^'i.^ 

i.-i: J? J. ff) ^ 

. ^ ^ 

Example I58, Measures 125 through I3I, showing 
the statements by the first violins, flute, oboe, and 
clarinet. 

Part "d" is given almost entirely to the solo piano. It is 

a cantabile statement, rising to a great climax at the for-
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Cci tr>f OLV>; \ e 

^ 

^^S 
Example 159. Measures 131 and I32, showing the 

piano entrance with part "d". 

The fanfare of the piano and orchestra returns in measure 

147. A brief episode appears in measure 159 at the tempo I. 

Part one of the episode is a marcato treatment of part "a" 

of the A section (Example I60), 

Example 16O, Measures 159 and I60, showing part 
one of the episode. 

Given solely to the orchestra, this part leads to a second 

part at the a tempo of measure 170, It is essentially a 

descending piano line over a pedal point on F in the 

orchestra. Particularly noteworthy is the polychordal 

effect achieved in measure 182 and following (Example I6I). 
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Example l6l. Measures 182 and I83, showing the 
polychordal effect. 

The motion gradually subsides to a pianissimo in measure 

190. A brief piano cadenza leads to the return of the A 

section at measure 19I. 

Measures 191 through 213 serve as an introduction 

for the return of the A section, although expanded over 

the introduction to the first A section (Example l62). 

^ ^ 

Example l62. Measures 191 through 194, showing 
the first four measures of the introduction for the return 
of the A section. 
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One particular motive becomes increasingly prominent 

throughout the ensuing section, extending from measures 

214 through 300 (Example 163). 

V|c>.. 

i ''?•!::'' f 

motive. 
Example I63. Measures 213 and 214, showing the 

The return of the A section is an extended Improvisation 

employing this motive. A tremendous buildup of sound 

begins in measure 282 with a quickened fragmentation of 

the motive. The buildup leads to the I'lstesso tempo of 

measure 3OO and the return of the opening subject of the 

first movement, creating a cyclical effect. 

The return of the first movement subject leads to 

the coda, which begins at measure 3IO. A workout for the 

pianist follows, concluding with the pesante e ritenuto at 

measure 382, A series of ascending chords on the piano 

ushers in the return of the E subject of the first move-

73 ment. An exciting conclusion follows, with the whole 

orchestra and piano sounding Rachmaninoff's ultimate 

statement in the concerto idiom. 

73 Refer to Example I35 on page 113. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

Perhaps no other Russian composer, including 

Peter Tschaikovsky, has captured more effectively the 

essence of nineteenth-century romanticism than did Sergei 

Piachmaninoff, Although the latter part of his life was 

spent in the twentieth-century. Rachmaninoff's musical 

language may be considered the last remnant of a for

saken, but not forgotten, style, 

Rachmaninoff's most infectious quality is his 

melodic gift. As a brilliant melodist, he conceived 

melodies in the manner of Frederic Chopin and Franz Liszt. 

It should not be forgotten that Arkadi Rachmaninoff, the 

composer^s grandfather, had studied with John Fleld--the 

originator of the nocturnal style. Sergei Rachmaninoff's 

melodic conceptions were of two basic types. In the first, 

the melodic line revolves around a central tone—tuch as 

the first subject-first movement of the third concerto. 

The latter type consists of a soaring sensuous line, 

which is usually sequential—such as the second subject 

of the outer movements of the second concerto. A soaring 

melody is, perhaps, the most prominent characteristic of 

the Rachmaninoff style. 

131 
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A preoccupation with gloomy fatalistic thoughts 

offers a possible explanation of Rachmaninoff's predilection 

for minor keys. All of the concertos begin in the minor. 

Although beginning in the minor, Rachmaninoff ends, as Felix 

Mendelssohn did, in the major. Typically Wagnerian third 

relationships are found in the various key schemes. 

Characteristic Rachmaninoff formal patterns are 

sonata form (although freely designed), A B A forms, and 

theme and variations. Although these and other formal pat

terns are found to exist, Rachmaninoff remained unencumbered 

by set rules—writing in an improvisational manner. Cycli

cal technique becomes increasingly prevalent in the con

certos. The third piano concerto is certainly among the 

finest masterpieces of cyclical writing. In this work, 

Rachmaninoff has been able to achieve complete unity. 

Everything appears as the natural consequence of what has 

come before. The fourth concerto, although cyclical, is 

a less successful handling of the technique. 

As an orchestrator. Rachmaninoff traveled no new 

paths. Although he sometimes scored heavily. Rachmaninoff 

choose, for the most part, to let the piano and orchestra 

work together. Others, such as Peter Tschaikovsky, choose 

to let the piano and orchestra compete with one another. 

It should be noted that Rachmaninoff had studied the music 

of Tschaikovsky, 

Although nothing new can be found in Rachmaninoff's 

harmonic vocabulary, Rachmaninoff adapted the standard 
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language to express his own unique individuality. One of 

the most obvious characteristics is his use of modal bor

rowing or as described by Leon Dallin, a "free relation of 

quality". Frequent borrowings from the various modes do 

occur—particularly, the Phrygian mode. A lowered second 

scale degree is typical of the Rachmaninoff sound. Many 

Rachmaninoff chordal progressions cease to function harmon

ically—being replaced by a most effective melodic function

allsm. It is not uncommon for a tonic chord to progress 

up a third to the mediant. Likewise, progressions from 

mediant directly to tonic also occur. Although not com

pletely absent, augmented sixth shords are not used with 

great frequency. When used, the German and Italian aug

mented sixths are preferred over the French, One of the 

most contemporary techniques employed by Rachmaninoff is 

his use of polychordal effects as found in the first move

ment of the fourth concerto, 

Rachmaninoff's pianistic style is decidedly 

Western, with its cantabile Chopinesque melodies and 

Lisztian virtuosity. Although thick textures on the piano 

tend to lend a heavy quality, Rachmaninoff's music always 

retains its sensuous dramatic appeal for both performer 

and listener. 

Obviously knowledgeable of the works of other 

masters, Rachmaninoff was influenced by such composers as 

Tschaikovsky, Felix Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, Frederic 

Chopin, Franz Liszt, and Richard Wagner, From Tschaikovsky, 
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Rachmaninoff obtained his knowledge of the orchestra. Many 

of Rachmaninoff's formal considerations may be linked to 

Mendelssohn. His harmonic language, with its third rela

tionships, may be traced to Wagner. Rachmaninoff developed 

his poetic pianistic style from Chopin and Liszt. Although 

a thematic similarity was found to exist between the second 

movement of the fourth concerto and the first movement of 

the Schumann piano concerto, Rachmaninoff's use of frag

mented melodic writing bears more than a slight resemblance 

to Schumann's writing. 

Contained within the four piano concertos is a 

storehouse of musical treasure. Although the second and 

third concertos are frequently played, the first and fourth 

concertos are not. Possibly due to a lack of initiative on 

the part of performers, these works remain relatively 

obscure. These concertos will, perhaps, take their rightful 

place beside the others when performers and audiences come 

to realize the height of the summit on which these concertos 

lie. 
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